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ABSTRACT
The Domain of Cognition is a taxonosy for planning,

sequencing, and implesenting instruction, which covers the entire
range of cognitive and cognitive-affective learning and behavior;
Students acquire, learn, and use information on eight hierarchically
and sequentially arranged levels of complexity. The'levels and tkeir
corresponding abilities are: (1) preparatlon andobservationreceive
cues: (2) receptionacknowledge that information is received: (3)
transformationassign meaning to and use inforkation: (4)
retentiondemonstrate information which cau be recalled from memory:
(5) ttansfersionform new information, nased upcn guidelines
retrieved by the individual vho is cued to use them in a particular
situation: (6) abstraction--use guidelines to solve problems without
being cbviously cued: (7) organizationarrange and prioritize
abstractions: and (0) generationintegrate two or more abstractions
to create a completely new one. Onlike other taxonomies (suCh as
Bloom's or Brathwohles), the Domain of Cognition recognizes 21
processes and procedures which take place at every level of
difficulty, and specifies the importance of guidelines and cues.
(CP)
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THE DOMAIN OF COGNITION
40.

4

The Domain of Cognition which is described in this paper was con-
ceived in the author's ancern with the problems pre-service teacher?,
in-service teachers, and curriculum planners were having with existing
taxonomies and to help eliminate some of the misconceptions about
learning which have been a by-product 0;' interpretations of current
and popular taxonomies and hierarthies.

The Domain of CogOtion includes eight distinct categories of
thinking and cognitive-related learnings (see Figures 1 through 3).
This taxonomy serves to provide a more functional model for planning
and sequencing instruction and for identifying the outcqmqs of instruc-
Mono .It also includes those findings frog recent research on memory
and learning which are relevant to cognittft-related thinking... The
model then represents a theoretical construct which covers the entire
range of cognitive and.cognitive-affect learnings and behavior.

The rest of this paper presents a detailed description of this
model and its attributes. The reader is cautioned not to equate this
taxonomy with any existing model or hierarchy. This is an entirely
new approach and would best be undawstood by.viewing it in this way
rather than through reference to these existing Aystems.

.STEP-BY-STEP THROUGH THE LEVELS OF THE DOMAIN OF COGNITION

In this model of thinking and learning, the student may acquire,
learn, and use information on eight different and sequentially ar-
ranged levels (see Ffgure 1 (yellow) and 2 (salmon). In order to
clarify these levels and their interrelationships among one another,
the section below will stress the flow of new-Information from the
lowest level of thinking about this information, Preparation, to the
most sophisticated 16411 of using it, Generation. These levels aee
explained in terns of how entirely new information may be incorporated
into one's thinking. For the purposes :I this paper, this explanation
is directed at how the student may operate in classroom settings and
within a single period or over several days of instruction.

1. Progressing Through the Levels of tne Taxonomy
.

Before neW information is even observed or noticed by thelstudent,
'he may begin his thinking about it by by being alerted to pay attention
to this information even before it appears. The student is capable of
thinking about information he has yet to observe or receive and he does
it much of the time. This level of pre-Observation thinking about new
information is labeled Preparation. Questions provided the student
before-he begins a reading assigneent may serve to prepare him for what
he is about to observe in the reading. On this level, the student
thinks about and makes himself ready to observe Some information based
upon cues which alert, instruct, direct, or inform' hireas to what he is
to pay attention to in a future situation. lore4bservation cues can
help make the Student mentally ready for about-to-be received informa-
tion.

3



THE DOMAIN OF COGNITION*

1;00 PREPARATION

408SERVATION" Sensory input of data)

2.00 RECEPTION

2.10 Acknowledgment e

2.20 Notation

2.30 Declaration

3.00 TRANSFORiATION'

3.10 Personalization

3.20 Adaptation

. (Encoding and storage of data
'INFORMATION AC UISITION into long term memory)

4.00 RETENTION

4.10 Recognition

4.20 Recollection

5.00 TRMSFERSION

5.10 Replication

5.20 Variation

6.00 ABSTRACTION

6.10 Monotation

6.20 Formulation

6.30 Assemblation

7.00 ORGANIZATION

8.00 GENERATION

FICUPE 1:

An outline of the major levels and the sublevels of the DoMain of Cognition.

-71aEk J. Stahl(c., 1970
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85281
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MB DOWN OF COMITIoN

(Robert J. Stahl, c. 1978/
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FIGURE 2:' The levels and sublevels of the Domain of Cognition illustrated in hierarchial form.
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the entire cheme of cognition.
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FIGURE 3:

DOilAIN OF COGNITIO.N - SHORT DEFINITIONS

Level of Cognitive
functioming Descriptions

1.00 . PREPARATION Preparation refers to the constderation by the individual ofwhat is to he
paid fatten** to, to be focused en, or to be ignored in terms of the eloper-
tame end information which are about to be presented. This behavior streesea
the cues or preinformation organizers which help to guide (or direct) a
person's attention, perceptions., aed cognitive processes even beim informa-
tion is presented to the person. These cues may be provided in immediately
available inforaatio(i.e., information the person has just received) or may
be. responses to cues learned at higher levels.

2.00 RECEPTION

Sample Behaviors by Which
One Hey Infer These
Internal Cognitions

Reception refers to the ability to acknowledge: report, or provide specific
inforeation or behavior$ with much the same content a-4 message as contained
in date and/or experiences which are presently available to or have just been
presented to the individual. This behavior does net require the recalling of
peeviously learned information but only requires the indicatioe that current.
.ly available data havebeen attended to and at leastmomentarily received by
the individual.

1.10 Acknowledgement Acknowledgement requires the individual to demonstrate minimum awareness of
semeepecific aspects of the environment. The.person merely deaanstrates
some.evidence of having minimelly attended to some external experience or
stimuii.

The student nods his
head to acknowledge
having heard the teamh-
ergs COMments.

2.20 Notation Notaeion requires the individual te demonstrate a minimal overt behavior
thet reveals that some information about the present experience has been at
least temporarily retained. The emphasis is entirely on the giving of
evidence of at least some minimal acceptance of the information even if it
is clay long enough to copy it.

The student rakes notes
on the teacher's
lecture.

2.30. Declaration Declaration requires the individual to demonstrate in mere forial public
ways that the specific information which hes been attended to has been

received. Here the individual reports what it is that is being or has just
been witnessed in the fora of.specific observable details of this exper-
ience.

The student orally .
states what is in a
picture the teacher
is holding up.

3.00 TRANS:MAT:ON Transformation refers to the ability to pecess reviewed inforaation and to
translate it into inibrmatien which gives it meaning and which has mean-
ing for the individual. The individual is called upon to produce a form of
presently available information with the expectation that it will not alter
or change the massage, content, or intent of the original information or
experience.

1 .10 'Personalisation

MOMIMM*1

Personalization requires the individual to explain what presently available
'information means from his awn personal point of view and perspective. The
individuel attaches and assign. meaning to the content, fora, message, and
intent of some information or experience with this aesning related directly
as to how the individual personally understands the experience.

The student tells what
he thought the author
meant to say in a part-
icular sepent of the
story.

I .20 Alaetat ion Adaptation requires the individual to form a second piece of inforeation
suck that it reptesents only &MT version of the original information
without intentional changes in the sessage, meaaing, or intent of the
presently available information or experience. This behavior often involves
changing the form er rearranging the content of some data without altering
its message, sealing, or intent. The individual focuses on the use of
presently available information and newly acquired understandings In a
feather effort to understand both within the context of the experience.

The student uses data
just 4114niented in 3
'lecture :0 discuss a
current economic
issue.

4.00 RETENTION Retention refers to the ability to present, provide, or recognize specific
information, data, er items of much the saes content and features as that
vhiCh vie originally presented nr understood. The individual is requirid
to-recollect (retrieve) information from memory of ihe same cr nearly the
same content. features, and message as that which was originally presented
O T understood. This behavior or product msy include some alterations in
the message or =mac of the originally presented or transfermed informs,

1

tics', but these ere encoding-storage -reileval problems and not the results
o f deliberate attempts en the part of the individual to modify (distort)
that inferastimm as it was 'resented.



.4.10 ,Retoenitiots
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Recognitioa requires the Isere indication that soil form of informatUni
presently available to the individual is identical or at least sialliar
to information presentd in a previous situation. The individual ge not
called upon'to provide all the information but may to indicate those
aspects of the present situation which are similiar to that information
which they acquired from Previous experiences.

.

The student correctly
matches previously
learned definitions
to their parent terms.

4.20 Recollection

3.00 TRANSFUSION

S.10 jteplicatin4

Recollection requires the iadividual to retrieve and provide all the infor-
mation in his own entirely transom:2y in response to some stimuli. The
individual recalls from memory information in auch.the same content and
message as that which was originally.presented and ultimately wired..

The student cerrectly
lists in writing the
names of the five
generals studted in
last week's lessee. .

fransiersion refers to the ability to form new information, understandings,
and products based upon guidelines' retrieved by the indibidual who is ewe
to use thee in thevarticular sttuation. Thts behavior requires the use-of
guidelines to maim or explain a situation end to produce infotmation about
or from it. %UMW these guidelines as the basis far this productive effort.
As defined and to be correct, the new information must be logically consistent
with the known original information and with the guidelines which are used.

Replication requires the ui of a single, set, or cambination of guidellees
in situations which have previously been presented to the individual and
whieh mat be identical to the situation where the guidelines were originally
leaned. Rem, the imiividnal practices or rehearses the guidelines he has
recalled fres memory in trials or an problems of the kind ist which he is
already familiar.

The student uses a list
of five features of
."pressure groups" no
has recalled-to examine
a newly formed "pressure
group."

3.20 Vnriation

6.00 ABSTRACTION

------.--

6.10 yonotation

6.20

Variation requires the use of a single, set, or comhinatiOn ef guids
ltnes in situations which hav* not previously been presented to the individ-
ual and which are hco situations where these guidelines mar be applicable.
Here, the individual praotioi et rehearses the guidelines he has tecalled
from memory in trials or an problems different from those'which ha is
already familiar.

The student uses a list
of five features of
"premnumr groups" he
has recalled to gamine4
the behavior of the
Puritan Church in 17th
Century New England.

Abstraction refers to the ability to use spontaneously and without cues
previously learned guidelines understood as abstractions in order to soive,
respond toolor explain situations both similliar to and different fron those
where thesetnidelines were originally acquired nwipracticed.. On this
level, the basis for.a response must be both explained and tied to guidelines
understood as abstractions. Furthermore, tn all cases, the guidelines used
eust be as a response to internal cues from the individual himself rather
than to cues provided by an external agent.

Menexationtweuires the use of a single ox a set of guidelines understood as

1

abstractions to examine, explain, or respond to a situation.

Formulation Formulation requires 00 use of combinations or chains of guidelines as the
basis for a response to a particular situation. The individual may find the
use of two OT more separate guidelines in combination wtth one another more
appropriate to bls seeds in the given situation. In these cases, he nay

form his own 'rules and 'principles"as a result of his &Lining of two or
three guidelines in an effort to resolve or explain a situstion.

The student correctly
and spontaneously uses
the definition of the
concept "coxpetition"
to explain' a problem
existing between two
nations.

The student correctly
and spontaneously
chains tWo Concepts
to form the principle
"If competition, then
.violence is likely"
to explain a series
of social events.

6.30 Assemblation

EnlonmEr

..

Assemblation requires the combination or theining of severs1 separate guide-
lines or sets of gnidelines to make a meaningful response to a given
probleestic.situation or experience. In such instances, this behavior in-
valves the combination of guidelines chained to form coeplen sets of
abstractions by which situations and problems oay be exemined,and possibly
resolved.

See attached handout on "Guidelines".

Ma

/.
g-tee attached handout an

The Student Correctly
and spontaneously

standing of the jive
features of 47ressure
groups" dith the

Plitwo rival groups

u:orpet.

what might happen If
iS likely' to predict

'Oegln to IJse that:*

tition, then violence
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Grgenization,refen to the systemization of abstractions and their corres-
ponding sub-Attract details. Because abstract understanding implies the
internalization of information, knowledge, comprehensioos, and guidelines
understood ai abstractions and sincothe volumoof the obstrutions acquired
by the individual increases with time and experiences, each individual
engem in the processes of ariwagAng, ordering, end placing into a hies.*
archy these sbetractions within &single cognitive belief structure.
Organization functions es the pwocess end product of these procedures to

organize, prioritize, sad ustamasizt these sbstrecticns sad their
related content details.

3.00 GENERATION Generation refers to the ability to integrate separate elements understood
as ibstractions in order to Omma a sAngle sew product or abstraction which
is unlike any previously assnebled abstraction or set of ideas.otth this
integratinnbeing interns14 consiatent end an extensioe nftfte abstractions
used in the process. This process requires thst the in4lvidUll integrate
through synthesis (e.g. Negel'e model) two or more sets of abstractions
resulting in eielimination of sone of the abstractions in favor of forming s
new single abstraction. Om this level the individual supplies the essential
components needed to crests the now integratkoK through Synthesis.

Robert J. Stahl(c., 12711).

a
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Follosing-the Preparation level copes the actual intiki.of.sen./
sory received information broadly, geferNd to as.ObservaVion. While
ObservationLis not teihnically Clevel.of this taxonomy, it is de-
scribed here in order to-inform the reader as Ao where the intake of
rew inforthation-actually takes place within the whole scope of cogni-
tion (see Figure 2). If it is to'be rekeived by the selident new in-
fdrmation frmm external sources like.teacher lecture or the textbooks
must be.picked up by his senses. The teacher cannot assume that in-
formition presented in class will be taken in or 'observed' by the
student..

FolloWing Observation comes the level where the student indicates
whetheraor not he has received this new information. Level 2, Recep-
tion, stresses.the student giving some evidence that some information
of some kind has been taken in hy him. Classroom teachers may see
signs of this reception ofinfornation.through mintmal behaviors (egg.,
a simple nod of the student's head) or more obvious ones (e.g., an
oral statement of what the student is reading). Higher levels of
thinking progress from what information the student has received, and
what was received may or may not be sindlar to the information that
was presented in class. Reception level thinking goes on automatically . to
with dr without behavioral evidence that it is taking place. The
teacher should seek observable indicators of Reception, especially
when the information that was to be received is important to more ad-
vanced levels of thinking and learning.

Information that is received irust be given meaninethat makes
sense of this information in terms the student, himself, understands.
This meaning is initially assigned Just after the inform4tion has beew *
received by the student. .In his. attempt.t0 make sense of this new
Information, the student may also try to put it to use during the same
class period in whid he received it. Both the assigning of meaning
to and the use of new information during the class peViod where it was
first learned.are Transformation level forms of thinking. The uses the
student makes of this newly.received information helps him in his
asstgnment of meaning telt as well as serves as a test for the mean-
ings he has already-assigned to it earlier in the period. For the
'teacher, Transformation learnings and behavior are not to be equated
with long-term memory or that the student will 'know' this irformation
tomorrow. As a general rule, new informations and understandings the .

student receive in any part of a class period can never attain higher
than Transformation level learning on the day they were received.

Following Transformation comes the automatic and apparently un-
conscious operations wherejinformation is.discarded or coded, stored
into long term memory, and prepared for retrieval. The information
that is stored is not always the same as what was received which in
turn may not be the same as that which was presented to the student.
Haveveri it is the information that the student stores which serves as
his 'knowledge' of that information. The more critical information is
for higher levels of thinking, then the more necessary it is that he

10
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store this information in long term memory for each accessibility and
y.retrieval. Since guidelines are the basis for all higher level 'think-
ing.it becomes important that teachers help students receive and
practice ttlede guidelines on the transformation level. The highest
phase of this 'information acquisition' level is .the retrieval of
stored information fOom long term memory.

Level 4, Retention, folltows the tetri9val of information from
long.term memory and serves as the level which demonstrates what can
be end/or bas been recalled from memory. For purposes of this model

and classroom instruction, it is assumed that new 4,nfo tion presented

in the previous day's class which can.be recallo4,from .--ry is
stored InAlemory. Thus. that which can be recalled fmi memory from at
least thevrevioUi day's lesson is'operationally d ined as the
student's "working krowledge" of this information. -The student can
give evidence of what he can and has retrieved by recognizing this in -
format4on when it is presented in the next day's lesson (e.g., via a
multiple choiie test) or by providing all the informaticin on his own
via total recall (e.g., completing a fill-in-the-blank test).

4

At this point, the distinctioh between "working knowledge" and
"usable knowledge" needs to be pointed out. °Working knowledge° is
that information the student can recall from memory while "usable
knowledge" refers to only those forms of information the student an
put to use in order to guide, direct, or serve as a basis for his
thinking. The tere"guidelines" is used in this taxonomy to mean any
form ofinformation which the student can apply to help guide, or base
his thinking. All evels of thinking above-Retention depend upon the
understanding and use of 'guidelines." Therefore, it Is important that

ce the student be able to recall the 'guidelineski he has previously re-
ceived and stored so that higher level thinking is possible.

If the student is able to recall these guidelines, then he is
able to put this information to use. The Transfersion level represents
the application of recalled -fmm-memory information in "situations and
settings familiar togand different from those where this information

'was first received. For example, the student may be asked to recall
ten characteristics of primitive societies frmn yesterday's lesson and
,:to use these characteristics today-to look at anpther group of people
which is considered a.nomadic tribe. This use.of retrieved information
illustrates Transfersiom level thinking. On this level, the student
can make use of one or all twenty-one processes.ln order to put to use
and practice thuguidelines he has recalled. Ror Transfersion, the
student not only practices using recalled guidelihes, but he alio
comes to better'understand what signs he can usttoutell (cue). him as
to what guidelines he should use in a given situktion. The accuracy of
his recall of the guidelines, the correctness 014:use of these re-
called guidelines, and the associations he makes between a given set
of guidelines and.one or sevehil signs which canpcuehim to Usei given
set of guidelines are importantforms of Transfersion thinking.

a.



EXAMPLES Of ThT FORMS of INFORMATION.
WHICH MAY SERVE AS "GUIDELINES"

A single or Specific A set, list, or group of:

assumption
attribute
axiom
belief
canon

category .

characteristic
class
component
concept-label

concept
cenclusion
cdde
criterion
"decision

definition
description
doctrine
element
explanatioh

^

feature
formula
frame of reference
general ization
guidel ine

hypothesis
indicator
.inference
justification
label

law
.method

methodology
model
moral reason

name
norm
policy
postulate
practice

precept
premise
principle
procedure
process

program
property
quality
reason
reference

relationship
relevant attribute
rule
specification
Standard

technique
tenet
theory
trait

assumpttons
attributes
axioms
beliefs
canons

categroies
characteristics
classes
components
concept-labels

concepts
conclusions
codes
criteria
decisions

definitions
descriptions
doctrines
elements
explanations

features
formuTas
frames of reference
generalizations
guidelines

hypotheses
indicators
inferences
justifications
labels

laws
methvds
methodologies_,
models
moral reasons

names
norms
policies
postulates
practices

precepts
premises
principles
procedures
processes

programs
properties
qualities
reasons
references

relationships
relevant attributes
rules .

specifications
standards

techniques
tenets
theories
traits

A

,

FIGURE 4: Accorsiing to this approach to conceptualizing.the thinking-leatning
of information on different levels of cognition, the individual
must learn to use "guidelinns" such asAhose identified above as the
basis for Transfersion and all higher.levels of thinking.

0.

*Robert J. Stahl (c., 1978)
.Arizana State.UniversItyr, Tempe, AZ 88281
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CHARACIERISTICS OF PRIMITIVE SOCIETIES:

-- hunters (prime food source through hunting)
-- gatherers (non-farmers)
-- tend to he nomadic
-- tend to have non-permanent settlements
-- tend to spend most of their time on survival activities

(both males and females)
. (both young and old)
g- tend to he very cohesive (loose knit but close)
-- tend to have little definate institutions (not clear-cut)
-- tend to have little progress (gamble factor)
-- tend uot to have the wheel
-- tend not to have the use of metals
- - tend to make maximum use of everything (little wasted)

- - tend to have a high mortality rate
tend,not to have domesticated animals

-- tend to be small in numbers (small grotips, bands)
-- tend to have few internal problems
-- tend to have little sense of time

tend.to
- - tend to

- - tend to

-- tend to
- - tend to

-- tend to

avoid or have little competition
he little concerned with outsiders (?)
have more highly developed (accutely developed) senses,
consider children important
have very few fringe occupations
have gods related to nature and spirits

.44.44 This descriptor labels the type of
guideline (i.e., characteristics)
as well as the content orientation
of these guidelines.

As a group, these characteristics
may be referred to as a "set of
guidelines."

Each of these separate characteristics.
may be referred to as being a separate
guideline.

FIGURE 5.: An illustration'of the distinction between an individual guideline (in this case the form of guideline
called,'characteristics') and a set of guidelines (in this case the entire list of characteristics

1 3 associated with a primitive society).
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At some point in time, the student comes to understand a set of
guidelines so well that he knows when, wheresjOB how to use lhem
without being told or obviously cued to use them by some external

source. In such cases,the student may have dffficulty remembering
the precise wording of the original guidelines since their intent and
message are so well inter...ilized that for him to spend time trying to
remember them before using them would be highly inefficient and awk-
ward. When this understanding of the message and use of guidelines is
achieved, then this thinking is on the Abstraction level. The student
can make use of these internalized guidelines understood as abstrac-
tions by means of any of the twenty-one processes.

Because of the very nature of Abstraction level thinking, teachers
cannot "teach" students to think abstractly, i.e., to internalize
guidelines so that they can be spontaneously and freely used without
cues in situations where their use is appropriate. Teachers can have
students practice these guidelines over and over on the Transfersicn
level, but they cannot give students practice on the Abstraction level.
The best the teacher can do is to provide the "conditions" where a
particular set of guideltnes would be appropriate and then check to
determine whether or not students can indeed use these guidelines
without being cued to use them. Because a particular unit focus,
content area, setting, materials, or earlier test item may,provide
the student with cues which tell him what he had better or must use to
deal with a problem or situation, most teachers would have a difficult
time setting up "conditions" to'test for Abstraction level thinking
for those guidelines they introduced to the student.

-

As more and more guidelines are understood On the Abstraction
level, the student automatically and unconsciously arranges, inter-
relates, and prioritizes these sets of abstractions. This activity
is referred to as Organizational level thinking and its results form
the student's cognitive belief system. Guidelines.understood on this
level operate to influence what the studeM prepares to receive, what
'be receives, how the information received.ls transformed, stored, and
retrieved, what and how information is understood on the Transfersion
level, and what is understood on the Abstraction level. Depending-
upon their importance some guidelines have greater influence than
others on one's overall thinking, learning, and behavior.

Finally, the student may find that some things cannot be ex-
plained or resolved by what he presently understands. He finds that
separate or combined sets of guidelines do not provide satisfactorY
ways of dealing with some situations. Therefore, sets of guidelines
may become inter-meshed with one anothersuch that a new set of
guidelines emerge which is distinct from either of the orginal sets
and which is more functional than either or both the previously ex-
isting guidelines. This occurence creates new usable information and
is referred to as Generation level thinking.



Following the above description Of the sequential progression
through the successive levels of-this taxonomy, the reader may desire
to see the levels and sublevels defined more specifically. Figure 3
provides short definitions while Appendix A provides extensive defi-
nitions and illustrates specific behaviors for these levels.

. The classroom teacher should realize that the taxonomy helps to
explain how information is incorporated within a students tninking.
It is not meant to suggest that only correctly understood information
operate in this way. Rather, any information a student receives,
transforms, stores, retridves, and later uses may be inadequate,or
incorrectly understood. In such cases, the student will usually
operate as if his understanding is correct and complete unless he re-
ceives information to the contrary. As a general rule, the student
operates as though his knowledge and understanding are correct and
will continue to operate on that assumption until he receives infor-
mation to the contrary.

2. Some Complementary Components of This Model of Thinkinp

As introduced above, not all information can be used to guide,
direct, or base.a student's thinking. Information which can be used
to guide, direct, or base a student's thinking. Information which
can be put to use is referred to ai a "gu:deline." Figure 4 (pink
sheet) presents i list of some of the forms of information which may
be used and, hence, which are included in the broad category called
"guidelines." Different content areas on subject matter fields will
end to make more use of some of these kinds of guidelines than others.
Figure 6 provides an actual example of a "set of guidelines" with each
"tendency or characteristic" serving as an individual guideline. A
later part of this paper will provide much greater detail on guide-
lines and the uses of guidelines as they relate to the different
levels of thinking.

. Often times the level of student learning and thinking is deter-
mined by what "processes" he can use rather on what he uses as the
foundation for this process. This_orientatton assumes that different
processes are inherently related to particular Tr/els-Of thinking and
,are dependent upon higher level learnings and understanding of infor-
mation. However, this taxonomy rejects both of these-assumptions.
As defined, here, a process is the simplest form of mental activity
which is.content-free and which functions to treat information or
Content in a particularWay in'order to bring about a particular re-
sult unique to it. Furthermore, a given prOcess is independent of any
specific level of cognition and is not-to be asiociated with a body
of content or information. Figure 6 (blue sheet) lists the twenty-
one separate processes which have been isolated so far. (also see
Fig. 8).
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MAJOR INFORMATION PROCESSES OF COGNITION*

Process Name

1. Association

2. Classification

3. Combination

4. comparison

S. Condensation

6. Conversion

7. Description

8. Designation

9. Discrimination

10. Extension

Extraction

12. Interpretation

13. Organization

14. Proposition

15. Reconciliation

l6: ëletiOn
17. Separation

18. Translation

19. Utilization

20. Valuation

21. Verification

Major activity
of the process

Associating

Classifying

Combining

Comparing

Condensing

Converting

Describing

Designating

Discriminating

Extending

Extracting

Interpreting

Organizing

Proposing

Reconciling

Selecting

Separating

Translating

Utilizing

Valiiating

Verifying

we4

FIGURE 6! The Major information processes of cognition which may,occur on the Transformation,
Transfersion, Abstraction, and Generation levels of the Domain of Cognition. These
same processes in combinations with one another form "procedliies of cognition.i!y

*Robert J. Stahl (c. 1978)
17
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Processes and procedures (which are coMbinations of processes
such as problem-solving; conditional reasoning; and induction may
occur on the-Transformation, Transfusions Abstraction, and Generation
levels. What determines* on what level the student is operating for a
given process or procedure is the level that he understands the
guidelines he is using as the basis for the process--nntning m00e and
nothing less. Consequently, a.student may engage In the activity of
"analysis" on at least four. (4) different levels depending oh how well
he understands the information base he is using for the basis of this
process

3. The Taxonomy as a-Model For Planning and For Seguencing_Instruc-
tion

In order to plan formd develop instructional activities for
classroom use; the teachervust first consider the type of thinking
and learning the student should reach by the end of the unit. For
practical pueposess the teacher cannot anticipate being able to get a
student to "generate" original sets of guidelines or to modify the
wAY he has organized his abstract understanding. ,

For planning purposess, the teacher should first consider the
highest level of learning the student is expected to'yeach and then
consider planning downward from! -this level. Figure 7\ (goldenrod) de-
pictsthetaxonomic levels in reverse stairstep sequence for purposes
of illustrating the upper-to-lowerlevel orientation one takes in
planning instruction.

At bests the teacher can achieye.Abstriction.jevel yearning.' In

order'to.achieve.the ability to freely and sponteneouslvuseguide-
lines to respond to situations in settings where their use is not ex-
pected or anticipated, the student must have practiced using these
guidAineS on the Transfersion level. Andi in order for the student
to practice guidelines on Ihe Transfersion levels-he must be able to
recall them on the Retentinn level. Tn nrder for the student-to be
able to store and retrieve these guidelines on this levels he must
have Transformed them after their Reception on the pre-storage level.
Finally, to ensure that the guidelines are likely to be received, the
student may need'to be prepared to receive them on the Pre-Observation

As a model for sequencing and implementing instructions the
teacher follows the reverse procedure by starting at the Preparation
level and moving "up the ladder" towards the level of understanding
that the student isexpected to reach. Figure 7 depicts both the
sequence for planning and the sequence for implementing instruction.
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CRITICAL AITRIBUTES OF THE DOMAIN OF COGNITION

Because of the Oynamic nature of this taxonomdc model and of the
tendency of readers to compare this.model withlhat of Bloom and/or
Krathwohl, this, section of the paper will focus on those areas which
are.unique to this particular approach. The attributes described
below also serve to mark how the Domafn of Cognition significantly
departs from existing taxonomies. The critical attributes ta be.dis -
cussed in the order of their presentation are:

I. The integration of cognition and cognitive-affect;

2. The levels of the Domain of Cognition

a) Explanations.of and distinctions between the levels
of cognition

Pre-Observation level aignitions

c) Tbe interaction between Reception and-Transformation
levet thinking

d) Post-Transformation encoding and storage int3 long
term memory

e) Moving from Transfersion to Abstraction:level
thinking.and.learning;

3. The role 'of "guidelines" in cognition;

4. The role of affect-oriented 'guidelines in cognition;

5. The role.of cues in cognition; and,* .

6. PrOcesses and procedures of.cognition

a) The-processes of cognition

b) The "process cluster"

c) Procedures of cognition

d) The distinction between higher And lower level
processes and procedures

e) Cognitive,affect processes and procedures

The explanation of these attributes and components<of the _model will
provide a more inedepth description of this taxonany, especially in
-the area of the interrelationships among its parts.

4
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1. The Integration of Cognition and Cognitive-Affect

By design, the Domain of Cognition sought to include all types of
strictly internal cognitive (thinking) operations into one single
frame of reference. Extracted from taxonomies and systems which pre-
sented cognitive-iffect as "affective" behaviors were those aspects
of learning and behaving which are essentially cognitive in nature.
Thus, the Domain of Cognition includes in integration Of cognitive and
cognitive-affect learnings into a single, functional model of cogni-
tion.

The original purpose of the dissolution and eventual integration
of the former-cognitive and affective models was not the intentional
blending of these two modes of behavior. Instead, this effort sought
to 'purify' current affective models in order to leave them with these
aspects of behavior Which were uniquely "affective" (i.e. eiative
behaviors and sensations, feelings, and dispositions). A; equally
important task was to develop-a singTe model which consolidated all
behavior that appeared to be cognitive in nature. The product of
these efforts is.a model which seems to have adComplished both pur-
poses. For this reason, the Domain of Cognition must not be consid-
ered a modificatio . nf any existing taxonomy - -it is an entirely new
way of looking at inking and learning.

In this taxonomy., cognitive-affect, like all cognitions, is not
automatically assigne840-any specific levels.of thinking. And, again
like all other cognitIont, cognitive-affect takes many different forms
within the whole range* of behaviors associated-with this model of
thjnking and learning: Cognitive-affect is incorporated into this
system in the ways identified and detcribed below.

a. Affect decisions and thinking are not automatic in-
dicators of any particular level of cognition. Like
all thinking and outcomes associated with thinking,
the level of one's affect decisions and thought is
directly tied to the level of understanding the student
has of the information which was used as the basis for
the deciiion or thought. Therefore, in order to.help
a student achieve higher level Valites/morallethical/
aesthetic decisions and thinking, the student has to
learn the guidelines which,prodece such decisions on
higher leyels.

b. Affect-oriented guidelines, like all guidelines, serve
as the-basirfor decision-making and thinking.. Affect
guidelines are not tole automatically associated with

N apy given level of the taxononw. The level to assign
a guideline is determined by tow the student under-.\

stands the information included in the guideline itself.
.Hence, all affect-related guidelines (e.g., moral
reasons, moral criteria,.and ethical principles) are
-treated.only as different kinds of information.and are

Ne,
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not viewed as being inherently better or on higher
levels than other forms of guidelines.

c. Affect processes and procedures are also free of.any
particular level of thinking. These processes and
procedures operate On several different levels of the
Domain of Cognition and are defined.as being both
"content -* and "level-free." The primary affect
process is Valuation while affect.procedures include
moral reasoning, values/ioral Problem solving, and
making ethical judgments. In each of these situatiOns,
the leVel assigned to process or procedure is always
determined by the level of understanding of the guide-
lines used as the.content for the. proaii-thinking.

--Thii, aflect,processes and Procedures, like all cognitive
processes and procedures, operate independently Of any
given content information as well.

As illustrated above, cognitive-affect is an'active, on-going end
integral aspect of the Domain of Cognition and is not a separate
component to be treated differently than other cognitive operations.

For those who are looking for more obvious indications that this
taxonomy does indeed contain integral components of cognitive-affect
behavior will find few such indicators. This dtmension is, however,
discussed.as is .approOriate under some of the other attributes and
descriptions of this model..

2. TheLLevels of the Domain of ,Cognition

The Domain of Cognition includes eight (R) categories or levels
of cognitive-oriented behaviors ranging from pre-Observation 'set' to
the generation by the individual of dew information unique to that
individual as extended from his personal cognitive belief system (see
Figures 1-3 and Appendix A). These levels appear to possess a hier-
erchiel arrangement and for convenience may be considered as being
hierarchial for purposes of understanding how individuals process
information at different levels.of complexity. Among the features of
these levels and their interrelationships-are:

e) AxPlanations of and distinctions between the levels of
cogn t on

Level 1, Preparation, represents.pre-Observation th4nking which
serves to 'set' or direct the attention of the student to specific
aspects of the environment immediately before-it is presented or ex-
perienced. Levels 2 and 3, Reception and Tralisformation respectively,
represent post-Observation and pre-storage thinking. The effects of
the thinking which occurs on these levels in large part influence'
"what* and "hoe information justreceived is likely to be encoded
and stored in long term memory. The interation of these levels of
thinking also in part is responsible for what information is not
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ikely to be-storii 6i-flier retention or retrieval. The encoding
and storage of information into long term memory follows Level 3 or
Transformation thinking.

" Retention, LeVel 49 represents the ability of the student to
provide evidence of the retrieval of stored information. It repre-
sents that body of information which may be considered the student's
working knowledge of previous experiences and information. For pur-
poses'of instruction and as a practical rule of thumb for the class-
mom teacher,it may be assumed that a student who cannot retrieve in-
formation from the previous day's lesson--no matter how well he seemed
to have understood it at that time, then the teacher cannot operate as
if the student has 'knowledge' of it.

Transfersion, Level 5, represents the use of stbred and retrieved
information in various situations wherkit is appropriate to use it.
On this level, the student has the opportunity to practice using his.
working knowledge. After a time the student may become so familiar
with some information and its uses that they become understood as
'abstractions' rather than merely as specific pieces of information.
When this level of understanding occurs, Level 6, Abstraction-level
thinking, has been reached.

The ommement from Transfersion to Abstraction level thinking on--
the part of the'student brings with it a corresponding change on part
of the teaCher's role in instruction. Whereas prior to Abstraction
the teacher could assist the student to acquire and practice using new
learnings, on this level and those which follow, the teacher can only

*provide "conditions" which would allow the student to.freety and.spon-
taneously use the information supposedly understood as an abstraction
in order to reaii to the situation presented. Thus, the student must .

have internalized certain kinds of information (is.e. guidelines) that
have been practiced along with their appropriate cues such that their
use is spontaneous even though only indttect cues may be proyided.
(The sections on "guidelines ,and tues",below willserve to clariry
these two criticalscomponents of the Domain of Cognition end the way
one goes about processing information.) On the Abstraction level, in
a given classroom situation any time the student is "cued" by a specific
form orAontext in the situation as to what he had better use to deal
with the problem, then this level of thinking is at best Transfersion.
'Thus, a student's performance on a written assignment in social*studies
ohen he is not directed or expectetto pay attention to grammar,
spelling, etc. would be a good sample of "how" and-"what" he under-
stands about grammar, spelling rules, etc. on the Abstraction level.

Organization, Level 7, represents'the arrangement and structuring
of accumulated abstractions within a.single cognitive-belief system.
The last level, Generation, represents the efforts of the student to
Integrate via synthesis (e.g., Hegel's model) separate sets of guide-
lineS, understood as abstraptions to produce new orientations to and
understandings of his,universe of experiences.

23
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b) Pre-Observation level coonitions

Each student continually responits to environmental information on
the basis of pre-experimental cues or dispositions which tend to pre-
pare him for,the next experience or piece of infOrmation. The pre-
Observation cues serve to provide the student with-a 'mental set'
which frequently-Influences - -if not determines - -what information will
be-attended to and probablY received, hour this information is to be
processed. and hbw thfs information is likely to be encoded and stored
in long term memory.

/1 Although the teacher often provides cues to the student immedi-
ately prior to the presentation of infornation or experiences, these
cues may not possess the same strength as ones the student has himself
.provided. ftst students have acquired their own procedures for 'read-
ing' environmental cues to alert them: as to what to expect or to lcek
for next in the wey of information or experiences. And, unless cued
otherwise or unless their own provided cues are over-ridden by some
stronger external cues, each student will tend to follow his own 'read-
ing procedures' and cues in preparing himself for classroom learning
activities. The student may be cued by the subject matter content
itself/by the classroom, by the teacher's directions, etc. such that
he forms prejudgments about 6) what informettpn is likelyto be pre-
sented, what.information is likely to be tmportant and hence,
warrant his attention, and (c) how he should or can attend to, process,
and/or store the information to be presented. In tome cases, his
personal cues over-ride any cues the teacher may provide --no matterrhow
interesting or motivating they may appear to the teacher, other students,
or an ofitside observer. (Sore details on the role andfunction of
"cues" are presented below.)

c) The interaction between Rece tion and Transformation level
119,

Reception represents the level which indicates that some informa-
tion of some kind has reached the student. As presented in this taxonomy
the sublevels of Reception Ownd Transformation as 'well) are primarily
identified to help the teacher view these levels of thinking as they
would appear.in specific classroom settings. Regardless of whether
they appear in the form of outward behavior or not, the teachers need
to be fully aware that Reception and Transformation level thinking
takes place automatiCally.within the student as new information is pre-
sented to him. It is also important.for the teacher to realize that
even though Reception and Transformation level thinking is automatic,
this in no way is to be interpreted to mean thit what goes on duping or
what.becomes the end product of this thinking is necessarily a correct,
complete, or.an-accurate representation of the original information or
experience. For this reason, the_teacher must listen and observe care-
fully during ihe student's public demonstrations of these two levels of
thinking to make sure the results are consistent with the original in-
formation as it was presented. Furthermore, in many cases, the teacher's

,



passive response to a student's behavior serves to reinfdrce °what" ame
*how* he understands the information he currently is thinking about mid
trying to learn.

The lower forms of Reception level thinking indicate only minimal
receipt of information.while the highest form, Declaration, reveals
publicly (orally) exactly what information has.been received. Re-
ceived information is eventually processmd in terms of its neaning to
the student. Hence, those visual, auditory, and other sensory inputs
whichlave been received are translated into meanings which make sense
to the student hioself (i.e., it attains Transformation level status). -

Because it is personal; the translation -transformation transition
from Reception to Transformation level thinking may at times distort
or modify input information that has been received. Transformation
acknowledges the fact that different students consistently seem to
understand information and experiences in quite,different ways. Part
of this transformation activity involves the degree-to which the
student understands and considers the meaning of the entire context in
1Mich the received information was embedded. Thts translation activity
also involves Nlw the student will use previous information ,and under -
staVings as a basis for looking at and processing the new information.
In the 'classroom, Transformation should extend to the efforts of the
student to practice using his newly received information during the
same class period it is received. This highei Pans of Transformation,
Adaptatioh, represents yet another way the student can give meaning to
and test the meanings already assigned to newly received information.

Subsequently, there is one important rule'the teacher should
follow to guide their assessment of a student's level of learning
newly presented information. No matter how 'sophisticated' a student
appears to have understood and can use new information presented to him
in a given classroom period, the student can never exceed the Transfor-
mation level of cognitive undertanding for this information on the day
this'infarmation was firtt presented. Such 'sophistication' would only
reveal the active interaction between Reception and Transformation Ievel
thinkfng. It should not be used to infer that thls information or
understanding has already been stared in long term memory for easy re-
trieval at a later date. Such active interaction would only serve to ,

indicate Hwilat" and "how" information is likely to be encoded and -

Stored. Thus, Reception and Transformation serve to influence and.
determine what and-how information will be stored for later retrieval.
Consequently, the general rule the teacher should keep in mind for in-
structional situations is that new information.presented to and under-
standings achieved by a student in one class period.cannot be considerec
tO be either stored 'or learned data until the next class period. The
acceptance and adherence to this general rule would be consistent with
the definition of learning° as a reasonably stable ability of a person
over time in regard-to an acquired behavior based upon the use of re-
ceived information.
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An exampte may sirve to clarify the meaning and inopcations of .

.:' this aspect ofthinking and 'learning.' Lets suppose a student re-
ceives, information On the definitions of the three terms 'revolution,'
'civil war,' and 'rebellion.' Lets.further suppose that he spends the,
rest of the same clais Period distinguishing between examples andnon-

,

elamples..of each of these using the deftnitions as the criteria of
selection. This behavior' illustrates Transformation level thinking a
no tigher level - -regardless.of how many of the examples he identifi

f as being correct. Hence, while the stud4nt may appear to'have 'kn
edge' of these definitions and seemed leknow how to 'apply' it, his
responses.cannot be used as the.basis for inferring that this .'knowl
edge' has either been stored or can be retvlieveditt a later time by
the student. TO treatthis behavior in any other way is to misrepre-
sent.0e, level of thinking:itself.' To assign this.behavior at any
higher level is not warranted by the student's'actual performance nor
dees it indicate that he will.be able to recall this information from
memory at elater date. Hence, at-the-time-of-reception-of-new-
infOrmatiOo behavior can msver,be equated With learned knowledge nor
with anY' behavior resulting from the'use 'of stored information iitrieved
from memory,. Ultimately, it is what the student has stored and can
retrieve from memory about this information tomorrow thit reveals what
is in fact 'known' about these definitions, their uses, and-the situa-
tions which were studied.

Inherent in this taxonomic model is the assuObtion.of the; existence
of an 'elastic-like' short term memory CoMponen . As mentioneb.above,
it must be assumed that new, information Present.J to and understood by
a student during.a given class Oeriod cannot be equated with the.reaCh-
ing of the Retention level (i.e., post-long term memory storage). The
new information must.be assumed to be Only in 'temporary storage' and
has not aw yet been stored in one'siono term memory. This elasticity
of short term:memory helps to explain 0*j-student may cram large
quantities of:relatively new information'into their memory or carry in
during a three hour seminar as if he had really retained:the informa-,

tion and afterwards behave with almlst n(Wknowledge' of whatim had
supposedly learned.

"

oThis-phenomenon of apparently lois'of knowledge also helps to ex-
plain why a well-structured and well-artitulated usummary-review" at
the end'of a given period'asststs all-students in consolidating and
highlighting,the information covered in Oast. This review helps'
students to'reconsider- -at the last moment so to speak--tne meanings
and understandings they have attached to this informatione. It 'may well

be that the,break %etween classes allows the student to "clear" his
short term memory / the information Just collected from the previous
class and to Orepaw: it for the next. This clearing includes the
encoding and storage of information into one's long term memory as well"
as the disearding of some infOrmation deemed of little or no.malue by
the student.
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d) Post-transformation encoding and storage into long term
memorY,

. Following Trahsformation level thinking about.newly received in-
formation, the student automatically (and apparently unconsciously)
decides what is to be kept and stored from all that has been received.
Once this decision has been made, the results Are automatically coded
and stored for later use. The meanings which have been assigned to
%he information as well as the uses it was put to shortly after its
reception influence this decoding-encoding-storage procedure. Depend-
ing upon how well students have accurately translatedind used the
newly received information assessed its importance and/or relevance,
and formed associations between new and alrea4y stored information,
the new information may be (a) stored in convenient and easily access-
ible wAys, (b) stored in more remote places, (c) stored in the 'wrong'
way in-terms of inappropropriate cues, or (d) discarded and not re-
tained at all.

It ii important for the teacher to realize that no one can guar-
antee that a student will enCode'informaticin correctly and completely
or will store it for easy later retrieval. However, it seems very
possible for the teacher to take steps to increase the likelihoed that
infermation will be properly and accurately received, tran;formed, en-
coded, stored, and eventually retrieved by the student. These steps
begin with"(a) providing appropriate and functional pre-Observation
cues, (b) reducing interference at the Reception and Transformation
levels which may distort what is being received and/or how it is being
personalized, (c) providing accurate and meaningful feedback on the
"what" and "how" of informat4on that has been processed on these two
levels, and (d) using reinforcements to encourage positive and accurate
meanings' be assigned to the new behaviors and understandingt the
student is demonstrating. The literature abounds with the character- .

istics of each of these four steps as well as describes the means by
which a teacher can help influence what students are likely to receive,
encode, store, and.retrieve.

411,
el Moving.from Transfersion to Abstractionlevel thinking and

learning

On the Transfersion level, the student practices and rehearses
guidelines he can recall from memorysin situations where these guide-
lines are appropriate. (See the section on "guidelines" should that
be necessary.) The function of this level.of thinking is to assist
the student to determine hot he can make use of the information he has
stored and can recall. Transfersion thinking also helps the student to
letermine whether or not be knows "when, where, why, and how" to use thi
information he has stored in long term memory. In a sense, this levelk

helps the student to mike his recallable information practical knowledge.
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The ability to use information retrieved from ammory is a higher
level ability than using - me information on the day it was first
presented. It is higher lev '-1inicingsbecause the student has already

demonstrated the ability'tal ta . .andi'retrieve the information and does
not have to depend on ref. to,clasvhotes, the te*t, etc. as the
source of the information tha is fel be used. At any time, a student
has to refer to notes or a text end then allows-.his thinking to be tied
to the information provided-in these sources, he operates on the pre-

, Retention level --even though he mey have covered this information days,
weeks, or months before. Here is an example of where the source of the
information being an external rather than internal one makes the think-
ing which results a lower level rather than an upper level operation.
Thus, while a student's, response may be the same for both the Transfor-
mation (external source) and the Transfersion (internal source) levels,
the Transfersion level response represents the higher level of cogni-
tion because the basis of his response is known at a higher level
(i.e., known via recall frmm one's own.memory rather than betause it is
presently available to the student and has not as yet been stored in
long term. memory):

In order to make information retrieved from memory practical
knowledge and in order make :use of it for higher level thinking,-
the information must be uf the form that .can be 'put to use.' In the
Domain,of Cognition, information which possesses the potential to
direct, guide, or Provide the means to explain, examine, or deal with
a problem, experience, or situation is referred to as a guideline.
Widelines may take the form of,a list of characteristics, i definition,
a rule or principle, a set of directions, etc. (see the section below
on "guidelines" should that be necessary at this time). Each of these

- forms of information mey be used to guide thinking and are different
from information that cannot be ised to direct or guide thinking. For
example, a specific-date, time, name of person, place name, or loCation
which specify items for their own same would not be considered as
guidelines because the student would have to make use of some other $n-
formationssuch as the characteristics Of a time period, the chrono-
logical sequence of some series of events, etc. in order to find much
'use' for these specific data. Guidelines are also associated with a
specific or a varietr of cues such that when these cues are given, the
student should then recall and then use the guidelines he has associated
with the particular cues. If_the student is to be able to use the
guidelines he has stored as guidelines, he must also be knowledgeable
about the appropriate and inappropriate cues which go with each set of
guidelines he has acquired. - Since guidelines provide the basis for
moving into higher levels of thinking, the student must be able to
retrieve guidelines stored as information so that he cin use and prac-
tice them on the Transferston level.
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As part of the learning on the Transfersion level, the student is
informed as to what guidelines he is to uge in order to .respond to the
particular problem or situation presented to him. For instance the
teacher may inform the student that he is tO exmmine the film on the
Aborigines in terms of the 'characteristics of primitive societies'
which he was able to recall from memory earlier in the period.. Since
these characteristics (i.e., guidelines) were studied on a prevtous
day and were recalled at the beginning of the period, the student is
now directed to practice using these characteristics on the Transfer-
sion level. This activity gives the student practice in (a) identify-.
ing relevant stimulus dues associated with.these guidelines, (b)
actually learning Ore cues to which he can-associate these guidelines,
and (c) applying these guidelines to respond correctly and adequatelY
to a given situation. A Transfersion level lesson would also emphasize
what it is about the situation that might be used as "cues" to help
tell the student that in future situations they should also consider
using these same guidelines to direct their thinking. The cues may be
presented by the environment,"by the nature of the course or its
subject matter.content, by.the type of problem, or by the form or shape
of an item. It is during this practice-oriented level that the student
comes tobetter understand the relationship between a given cue and
the use of the guidelines he has associated with it. It is expected
that after a time, when a certain cue is-discovered in a particular
sttuation, the student will automaticallyr_retrieve and use those guide-
lines which he has associated with it..

As a student comes to understand a set of guidelines, its uses:
its appropriate cues, and the relationships between a given cue and
its relevant guidelines, he begins the act of internalizing these to
the point tivit he understands them as "abstractions" rather than as
concrete pieces of information. In other words, the student begins
to use these understandings as part of his Way of perceiving, thinkfng:
and behaving without being consciously aware that he is doing so. Whey
this happens the student is said to have achieved the ability to spon-
taneously and freely use these understandings in relevant situations
without being deliberately prompted to use them. In a manner of speak-
ing, he will have internalized these understandings so well that they
have *one almost habitual, spontaneous, automatic ways to view and
explafn environmental situations which contain_ther-velevant7cues.

On the Abstraction level the teacher can only test for and/or
provide conditions to determine whether or not the student has in fact
internalized these understandings as abstractions. These tests or
conditions must be separate and distinct from the contexts, situations,
and most of the obvious cues which were present when the student first
learned and later practiced these guidelines. For this reason, manY
teachers would have difficulty setting up appropriate tests to measure
learning on this level. Math teachers may well have the most difficulty
in setting up such conditiens whereas Englishv Science, Social Studies:
and other such subject matter area teachers should have relatively

2



little 'difficulty in providing such conditions: A student's use of
the characteristics of laissez faire economic and sotial theory* as
the basis of interpreting Eisenhower's 1956 GOP Nomtnation Acceptance
Speech several months after these characteristics were studied and
practiced in class and without the teacher providing cues to 'tell'

1 him he is to use them would illustrate an Abstraction level behavior.

The teacher.must also keep in mind that certain processes such as
'comparing,* *extracting,' "utilizing,' and valuating" are not auto-
matically Abstraction or higher level activity. Abstraction level
thinking, like all levels of the Domain of Cognition, is not associated
with any particular process. The level of thinking is always deter-
mined by what.the student uses as the basis for the particular process&
If the student has internalized guidelines learned and rehearsed-at the
Transfersion level and then freely anespontanetiusly uses these ilia'
quite separate situation without being cued to use them, then the
teacher may assume Abstraction level thought. At the same time, on the
Abstraction level like the Transfersion level-befOre it, there appear
to be at least twenty-one (21) different ways (processes) one can use
guidelines to eitamine, explain, or view situations and experiences with
the level of the understanding of the guidelines used in this thinking
rather than the particular process itself serving as the basis for de-
termininglhe actual level of the student's thinking.

3. The Role of Guidelines in Cognition

The Domain of Cognition assumes that post-Retention thinking and
learning are based upon the use of that type of information that takes
the form of guidelines. By.guidelines is meant:those forms of informa
tion which serve to direct, guide, or orient thinking or behavior'in a
particular direction or way. They proVide the basis for proceeding in
a particular wayin a particular situation. In short, guidelines are
those forms of information a student may use in order to view, examine,
explain, make decisions about, or respond to other data, situations, or'
experiences. Examples of some of the different kinds of guidelines
which are available include assumptions, cr)..7eria, rules, directions,
definitions,. Postulatas,..generalizations, principles, and-formulas.
(rigure 4 contains a list of some of the various' kinds of guidelines
which a student can learn to use. Figure 5 provides a :list of actual
examples of guidelines students can acquire and practice.)

The role guidelines play in upper level thinking is a critical one.
Individuals appear to need guidelines in order to operate at levels
aboye Retention. Hence,guidelines must be emphasized on the pre-
Retention level to increase the likelihood they will be transformed,
dtdred, and recalled as completely and accurately as they were when
they were frist presented, For only guidelines which can be recalled
froin memory by the student are available for him to use as a basis for

3 0
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higher level cognitions. For this reason, guidelines must be included
as an important focus--tf not the most important focus--on all levels
of instruction.

On the pre-Observation Preparationlevel, a student may be cued
to look for the presence of some,guidelines that he is expected to
:learn or may be alerted to the fact that a particular set of guide-
lines.would.be most useful for him to use in order to handle a situa-
tion about to be presented. For example, he may be told that the next
segment of a filmstrip is going to present a series of steps he should
follow in order to plot a point on a word map. Another example would-
be the inclusion of e set of questions prior to a reading for the
purpose of 'directing' the student's attention to the important parts
of the reading.

On the Reception and Transformatigi levels, a student may'be
directed to identifY specific guidelines, their uses, and their Appro-
priate stimulus Cues and to give each all of these special meaning.
Secondly, the student may be given the opportunity to practice using
these guidelines in class on the day these guidelines are presented to
him. In such first day cases, the student should receive feedback as
to the completeness and the accuracy of his Understanding of these
imddelines, theirAses, and their appropriate cues. Thirdly, the
attention of the student at the end of the period should be directed
at what guidelines were presented and used, how they were used, and
what cues were associated with their use. It is recommended that the
student rather than the teacher orally express his.understandings of
this.newly acquired information botn during and at the end of the.
class period in which they were first presenteC In the "summary-
reviews at the close of instruction for the dayb. the teacher also
should stress the guidelines as well. In any case, the degree to
which all the above are covered on the.day new guidelines are first
introduced serves to increase the likelihood that this information
will be-completely and accurately coded and stored for each access in
the student's long term memory.

On the Retention level, the student should be required to recall
rather than merely recognize the guidelines he has stored from at
least the previous day's lesson. The student should be required to
recall how and whxy these guidelines were used in a previous lesson.
In addition, the student should recollect the cues which were (and
are) associated with the particular guidelines he studied. The more
important a particular set of guidelines is to explaining and solving
later situations and problems the teacher expects the student to be
able to handle, then themorecomplete and accurate their recollection
must be: Incomplete recall or mere Recognition-level Retention are
indications that the guidelines have mit been understood and/or stored
as well as they should have been. This'low ability to recollect
needed guidelines is an extremely weak foundation for more complex
levels of thinking.
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The mere critical the guidelines are for helring the student
deal with complex Situations the teacher wants t. present. then the more
ttme the student should spend on the initial acquisltion of the guide .-
lines and on reviewing and re-learning them on the pre-Retention
levels. If this reviseis necessary, the teacher should keep in mind
that a student's reference to notes,.a text, a handout, or a mini-
review lecture bylthe teacher would revert the thinking level to
below the Retehtton level because the student would in essence be
treating. this information as newly received information. Hence, any-

time a student depifidi iipon-teMe outside-tource-to-provicWrthergotde---
lines he is to use in a .given.situations this behavior must be con-.
sidered pre-Retention level thinking.

On the Transfersion level, the student uses recallable knowledge
of guidelines, their uses and their cuespin situations wtere.this
knowledge is appropriate and where'he is directed to use it. The
student may Use these guidelims In sftilar and/or different situa-
tions and settings from those where he originally acquired these
guidelines. The student may find htmself using a single 4uideline,
combining two or three guidelines, or forming complex patterns of
several guidelines in order to respond to situations and problems.
In each instance, the student focuses his efforts on practicing and
rehearsing his knowledge of these guidelines.towards acquiring an
almost automatic response pattern to situations where these guide-

., lines are appropriate. As he practices using these guidelines, the
,student may gradually convert these guidelines from information under.
stood as stored specific content into information understood as an
abstraction.

Before going further, a couple of notes of caution should be
issued to the classroom teacher. First, from the time new informa-
tion Is first introduced to the student, his prior learnings and
thinking processes will tend to modify; translate, and possibly even .

distort this information in order to fit it into the cognittve belief
system he already possesses. Hence, all new guidelines and informs-
-ttorr the student--recetves -will tentrWriniiergothir modiftCatiOn and
translation'procedure. Unless the teacher is careful, the student
may. modify new guidelines so much that what is leftaremostly those
guidelines he used before the new guidelines were introduced. There-
fore, the teacher must insist.that the student acquire, learn, and
use correctly the guidelines as they were presented to him. This
accuracy is.especially important on the Transformation and Transfer-
sion levels. Secondly', teachers are cautioned not to become so ob-
.sessed that students use certain processes that they ignore what.the
student uses as the basis for these thinking processes. Students
should learn* better Wises for thinking at higher levels (i.e., more'
functional guidelines). It would appear that the single criterion
for determining the level of illfthinking is the level of one's under-
standing of the guidelines which are used to direct and ground his
thinking independent of the .thinking process that is used to produce
the response or behavior.

N
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On the Absiiaction levelA the student is not to be deliberately
nor obviously cued as to what guidelines he is to use, but is expected
to use the appropriate guidelines when a situation given to him con-
tain their own cues which are associated with a Articular set of
guidelines. On this level teachers,can only provide situational cues
at a time or in a manner where the student is not expecting the cue
and/or where the student .is not anticipating the use of a particular
set of guidelites. In most instances, Abstraction level performances
cannot be measured in a course or unit where the guidelines,serving as

-thifiki-ng were-eriginapy--acquired- and/om_prac-.

ticed.

One's Organization level structure treats guidelines as relatively
concrete Items of information when they are umderstood at the Recep-
tion through Transfersion levels. Ay the time they have achieved
Abstraction level understanding, these guidelines become part of the
student's cognitive belief system. These abstract understandings be-
comethe means by which other informetion and guidelines not under-
stood as abstractions are considered, assimilated, and accommodated
into the Student's overall thinking.

t

On the Generation level the student is concerned entirely with
the abstractions he already possesses. The students may eventually
work withilis ideas in such a way that he finds his.existing frames of
references.of little use to htm or findt them incompatable with his
need to explain or cope with a particular situation or problem.

. Here the student finds that no existing'singte guideline or set of
guidelines understood as abstractions seems to work and-there is a need
for him to formulate deWways of"thinking or behaving. Consequently,
the student integrates separate guidelines into a single set which
contains components from each previous set (e.g., integrating via
Hegel's model of synthesis).

In review, guidilines operate as tAe basis *for all upper level _

thinking and serve as-the basis with- a student can learn to think
abstractly. It is.essential a teachers help each student.to
develop a large repertoire of guidelines which can be used by him as a
frame of reference for viewing his experiences and life situations.
In nearly ala cases, theltudent has already acquired'some abstrac-
tions as a result of...previous experiences, and these.serve to operate
in a'conservative fashion, i.e., they serve to retain the status quo
and hinder the acquisition of new, different, and/or restrictive
guidelines. Thus, the teacher must work hard on 411 levels to help
their students acquire and use newly presented guidelines as they are
ftrst identified rather thavreinfOrce.these guidelines as they are
gradually modified by the students' existing-cognitive-beliet system.

1
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4. The Role of Affect-Oriented Guidelines in Cognition

Now that the role guidelines play in thinking has been explained,
it is appropriate at this point to introduce the relationship of
guidelines to cognitive-affect as this behavior is integrated within
the Domain of Cognition. First, cognitive-affect may take the form
of guidelines and fulfill the role Of guidelines as described above.
When cognitive-affect takes this form, these affect-oriented guide-
lines are neither automatically more important or are they considered
immediately to be higher levels of thinking than are non-affect
guidelines. Affect guidelines are neither inherently more or less
important than affect-free guidelines. Secondly* affect guidelines
may be acquired, retained, and learned in the exact same ways as are
all other types of guidelines. They are not processed or learned any
differently than are any other types of guidelinei.'Thirdly, the
forms which 'affect :guidelines may take are similar to those which
non-affect guidelines may take (see Figures 4 and 5). As can be
assumed from the abOve discussion, the Domain of Cognitibn views all
guidelines, including cognitive-affect ones, as being equal to each
other as forms of information a student can acquire. That a student
finds soie affect guidelines of more r ss value to him is a product
of his own cognition and is not the result of any inherent differences
among the guidelines he has available to receive.

For the sake of convenience,,affect-oriented guidelines may be
,classified into at least five (5) different categories. These repre-
sent arbitrary categories rather than natural ones. Each of these
categories is identified and briefly explained below:

a. Aesthetic guidelines. These guidelines represent
information which the student may-use to guide or
orient his thinking in terms of beauty, ugliness,
pleasantness, etc.;

b. Morallguidelines: These guidelines represent informa-
tion which the student may use to guide or orient his

. thinking in terms of what is right, wrong, moral, tm-
moral, fair, just, etc.;

c. Normative guidelines. These guidelines represent
information wthich the student may use to guide or
orient his thinking in terms Of what is socially
acceptable, expected, or considered to be proper
within the.context of his group, society, culture,
etc.;

d. yalueluidelines. These guidelines represent.informa-
tion whiCE-THE-iiudent may use to guide or orient his
thinking in terms of what is considered good, bdd,
etc.; and
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e. lialuetaffect-free gUidelines. These guidelines repre-
sent information whtch the student may use to guide or
orient his thinking in terms of some values or other

, affect-oriented decision which is based on non-affect
guidelines but whose use makes an affect decision
possible.

Each of.these affect-oriented guidelines may be used to make decisions
'and to direct thinking on several different levels of congition.. They
marl* received and transformed as new information and used at the
time they were first presented. They may bestored and later retrieved
on the Retention level. Once recalled, they may be practiced ahd re-
hearsed on the Transfersion level and then later understoodind spon-
taneously used on the Abstraction and Organization levels. It should
be evident by this explanation that a set of affect -oiiented guide-
lines is not V3 be immediately attached or identified with any
particular level of cognition. Psychologically, the actual level of
each of the affect guidelines the student knows is determined by the

_same criterion as are all forms of guidelines; that is, by the level
of understanding the student has of the guideline itself.

Affect guidelines understood at the Abstraction level or above
heavily influence how a student will tend to respond in a given situa.
tion. In most cases, students have gradually acquired various sets of
affect-related guidelines as a result of their personal interpreta-
tions of their experiences and the external guidelines they have
been-exposed to via parental rules, the teachings of their church or ,

religion, etc. Many students are not aware of Most of the affect
guidelines'they Use to make decisions and to behave. Teachers should
help students to identify, explain, and clarify the abstract affect
guidelines they use as well as to pamine how and when they do use
these guidelines.

Like all guidelines, a-student may learn to use different affect
guidelines, but this requires iuch more'than the mere introduction of
one set of guidelines to replace an existing set. The student must
learn to correctly and accurately use these new affect guidelines as
he would any other guidelihes to the point that this new set is under-
stood as an abstraction. Only.on this level will the student have the
chance of acquiring the new affect guideline such that he "lives it"
rather than having to continuously and consciously trying to "follow
it." .

.

Mb

Besides operating independently of any specific level of cognition,
these affect guidelines also operate independently of any specific
process of cognition. The process of assigning value (i.e., valuating)
is another aspect of thinking that has long been treated as being an
upper leVel process. However, valuating, like its twenty co-proceises,
is not Inherently a higher level process. Like all processes, valuating

. may occur on several levels including Transformation, Transferslon,
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Abstraction; and Generation. For purposes of this section of the
paper, theteacher needs to realize that affect guidMlines are not
to be equated with any.particular level nor with any particular pro-
cess of cognition.

5. The role of cues in cognition

A student not only responds immediately.to specific parts of his
environment, he also uses information just received as a basis for de-
ciding what he should or should not pay-attention to in the present
situation or in the situation that is to follow. Information which
helps the student to know what he is to retrieve or use, what he is
expected to Or should Pay attention to, or what he my or should pre-
pare-himself for in a.given situation or in the situation that is to
follow is referred to ai a pue." At times a cue may alert the student
at to the kinds of information he should begin retrieving or what
guidelines he is to use. At other times, the cue serves to help the
student to understand how he eight organize infOrmation that is about
to be presented to him. This type Of cue.may also inform the student
as to kshat he should and/or should not,pay attention to in an upcming
event. At still other times, a cue may serve to help the student #

'identify what procest(es) he may or should use to process information
that is to follow.

As used here, the term °cue refers -to ani aspect of:the environ-
ment.which serves as information to alert, clue, hint to, indicate to,
intimate, pre-inform, prepare, signalewarn, or suggest to the student-
to behave in certain ways in response,to a given situation or an im-
mediate future situation is a cue. Aq.announcement to students of
what parts of an upcoming lecture will be and tell not be on tomorrow's
test is an exadnple of ccue.__In4et_another-way,--laformation the

-stOdtfft-bii-issocfited with certain types of.behavicral responses such
that when presented with thii information he knows what he is to do It
a cue.

One the pre-Observation level, the student may be alerted thrbugh
external or internal stimuli that he must, should, or may need to
focus his attention" on certain elements of or information in hit en-
vironment or an upcoming event. This pre-Observation cue helps to
ensure the likelihood he will attend to, observe, and receive certain
kinds of information he'has beevalerted to receive. These cues terve
at'pre-expertmental information so that he nmy form i 'mind sets as to
what is to follow and what heihould or is expected to pay attention
to in the situation that is to follow..

Generally speaking, all studonts_have acquired a vast repertoire
of internal cues which they continually use as a basis for influencing
their attention, reception, thinking, and behavior. These cues terve
to help the student make many routine decisions and retOonses often

_without being consciously aware of why he is responding in that way.



For instance, if the teacher directs the class by saying "Get out e
sheet0 paper and pencil and clear ypur-desks," the student auto-.
matically prepares himself for a test. Interestingly, a cue which
serves to get one student to attend to a specific itemmay not cue
another student to do the same. A given cue frequently has different

. strengths of,influence for d$fferent.students. Hence,,peachers cannot
assume that a specific cue or combination of cues will work equally
well with all students. As a general rule for the claproom teacher,
unless a sitdation or cue represents a significant departure from 4

the contexts and 'content the student is to use or unless it is of tNe
type which especially appeals to the stndent, the teacher Should I

assume the setting itself (and the student's previous learned expecte-.
tions in that particular setting) provides its own cues to the
student. 1.

Cues areimportant for other naasons than to attract one's atten-
tion. Much of learning is based upon the association of one piece
of information with at least one other piece of information. Thus,
information tends to be considered in terms of its'relationshipt and
associations with other information such that the identification of
one item of information serves as a cue to retrieve other information
which has been associated with it. For example, the student-usually
learns the date 9492" in association with the information on the
"first expedition of Columbus to the New World." Therefore, when one
mentions either *1492" or."In what year Aid Columbus set sail on his
first expedition to the New World?", the other piece of information
tends to came immediately to his mind as well. This form of cue
serves as the basis for much of a student's memory storage and re-
trieval thinkino as woll a$ his hohavtnr.

Rosidaiheloino a student to learn information in such a way so
that it cues the retrieval of other appropriate information tne
teacher should consider another twortant use of cues. The student
needs to associate certain specific cues with those guidelines which
are appropriate to use in situations Where these cues are presented.
He also mOst learn that fn situations where he is told to use a
partichlir. set of guiielines there probably exists some form of the*
cues he had associated with that set of guidelines.

Besides helping a student to learn information in such a way so
that it cues the retrieval of other appropriate information, the
teacher-should consider another important use of cues. The student
needs to associate certain specific cues with thosiguidelines which
are appropriate to use in,situations where these cuesiare presented.
He alSo..mustlearn thatin situal1,4ons where he is told to use a-
particular set Of guidelines there probably exists some fOrm of the-
cues he had associated with that set of guidelines.

3 7
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For post-Retention learning, the student must not only learn
guideline&per se, but he must also understand (a) situations where
these guidelines are appropriate, (b) how these situations act as
cuei to inform students as to the-correct guidelines to use, (c) bm#
these guidel4nes should be used, and (d) what it is that make these
guidelines appropriate for the given situation. In higher level think-
ing, cues-serve the role of alerting the student as to what guidelines
he ought to use in a particular situation or setting.

Cues may also beassociated with affect-oriented and affect-free
guidelines and information. As with all cues, the student must have
acquired the association between a given cue and its appropriate
guidelines so that these affect-related cues actually function as
cues. And, as with all aspects of cognitive-affect, a gtven cue is

-not to be automatically connected to any particular level of thinking.

6. Processes and Procedures of Cognitioo *

Students continuall/ use various thinking'processes and procedures
in order to understand, practice, and make use of information they
have received and/or retained. While.these processes and procedures
appear to be automatic mantel activities each student possesses, it
sometimes is not clear as to when, where., and how students make use of
elther. The sections beta', serve to ciarify the issues regardtng
what these two activities are and how each fits into cognition.

a) The processes of ognition

Although they are often treated as being equivalent, there is a
clear difference between a cognitive process and a procedure. A pro-
cess sky be defined as the simplest form of mental acttvity which is
content-free and which functions to treat information or content in a
particular way in order to bring about a particular result unique to
it. By definition, a process cannot be subdivided into any smaller or
simplier unit of cognition. Each process serves to ta(ce information
and deal with it in its own particular manner which isldistinct from
utat any other single process by itself can do (See Figurel for a
description of the major information processes of cognition). At least
twenty-one (21) distinct processes are availsole for the student to
use including the processes of "association," "classification," !com-
parison," and "valuation." .

.

For the sake of convenience, each process may be viewed along at
.least four different dimensions. Each of these dimensions help to
provide another way of understanding the particular mental activity
which is associated With that process. The four dimensions are
identified and briefly defined below:

In April, l979, Stahl changed the name "processes" to "metaprocesses".
This paper otherwise remains unchanged_since the 1978 presentation.



MAJOR INFORMATION PROCESSES OF COGNITMN*
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PROCESS NAME
MAJOR ACTIVITY
OF THE PROCESS FUNCTION OF THE PROCESS 1 COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.

.1. Association Associating joining or tying two or more items together with the omphasks
on the conjunctive aspects rather than on the whole

Affiliating, Connecting, ,!

Interrelating, Relating,
Tying

2. Classification Classifying
=

.

.

forming groups and/or putting items into categories

_
.

.

_....

Categorizing, Grouping,
Ordering, Sorting,
S stematizing l

,

Blending, Chaining, Com-
piling, Integrating

.

Contrasting, Esuating,
,Likening

Abbreyiating, Abridging,
Consolidating, SimpLifying,,

,
Summarizing ,

...

3. Combination CoMbining,
.

putting separate items or.information.into some single
whole .

%

identifying what and/or how items"are similiar to and/or
different from one another

4. Comparison Comparing

S. Condensation Condensing
, S I

ftoducing a shortened version of some longer form of infor-
mation .

.

,45. Co version Converting
.

%

changing the external or internal features, size, etc of an
item or information for the purpose of making, it different

Altering, Changing, Deviat- .

ing, Modifying, Revising
1

7. D scription Describing

. f

reporting the features, number, etc. of the external aspects
,of information or an item

v

Announcing, Narrating,
Reporting .

,

8. esgnation Designating assigning a label, name, or exactness to an item Naming,Defining, Labeling,
Specifying

iscrimination9. Discriminating
A

treating items or information differently from one another

,_

Differentiating, Discerning,
Distinguishing,

10. xiension
,

.

Extending

_____

providing information which would likely fill a vo:S in the
.

information which is available or being considered
,

Appending, Concluding,
Conjecturing, Estimating,
Projecting, Completing *

Abstracting,. Analyzing,
Assuming, Deriving :

41, Extraction
.

Extracting takiwapart or'a away from,a larger whole to focus on its
paits and their relatioc to each other and/or to the whole

39
.
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12. Interketation

13. Organization

Intrpreting

Organizing

Figoke Ceolvtinioed)
making sense of information in terms of the meaning it has

putting separate items together in some interrelated order
or sequence with the stress on the interrelationships as
well as the order and system,.

A

ICOnceptualizing, Opining.
Perceiving, Personalizing

-

Adjusting, Arranging,
Assembling, Composing,
Sequencing, Structuring,
Systematizing

14. Proposition Proposing suggesting or providing a probable way of dealing with a
situation or problem

IS. Reconaliation Reconciliating putting apparent opposition iters or information together
so that they form a compatable or consistent.mtiole

Hypothesizing, Planntng,
Reconunendinz, Theorizing

Accommodating, Arbitrating;
Balancing, Compromising,
Conforming, Equalizing

16. Selection

17. Separation

Selecting

Separating

Pe.

making a preferrid, imperative, or needed choice

taking apart information and/or a whole to identify its
distinct individual parts with the focus on the spliting
of the parts from eachother

1

Choosing, Deciding, Deter-
mining Judging Picking

Breaking, Disconnecting,
Disuniting, Dividing, ,

Segre!atin Severin

28. Translaion Translating putting information into a different form or version than
it was originally given without deliberately changing its,
wessage, meaning, or intent

19. Utilization Utilizing denonstrating how information or an item could be, is being,
or has been put to use

Coding, Decodin:, Defining,
Paraphrasing, Restating,
Simulating, Substituting,
Symbolizing Transforming;

Applying, Employing, Fitting
Transferring Using

20. Valuation Valuating

21. Verification Verifying

*

Robert J. Stahl
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1

assigning value, a rating, or priority to an item or
information

Appraising, Appreciating,
Assessing, Evaluating,
Judging, Priokitizing,
Ranking, Rating

specifying how information has been or is to be accepted
as valid, true, reliable or accurate

Authenicating, Confirming,
Proving, Substantiating,

Supporting, Validating_

hation, listed are illustrative and sire not to be tycated or considered as'inclusive.

& no rep;.... orwr o: priw-it, or opoi,an,:t.

NO 4r 41101rVisa -04 1.111.4"r.-- ma.
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a. Process name. The name serves merely as a label for
the particular mental activity and helps to distinguish
between the overall activity as an activity and the
activity at the time it is actually occurring within
the mind of the student.. Examples of this dimension
include: Association, Classification, Comparison, and
Valuation.

b. Major activity of the process. This dimension serves
to describe the mental activity as it takes place in
terms of what it actually does to information, i.e.,
it stresses the activity while it is "in-process."
Examples of this dimension include: Associating,
Classifying, Comparing, and Valuating.'

c. Function of the process. This dtmension focuses on
what the activity actually does,to the information it
is ustng and on how it treats this information towards
getting some result unique to that particular process.
One example of this dimension is: "joining or tying two
or more items of information together with the emphasis
on the comunctive aspects rather than on the whole or
its parts."

d. Complementary activities. These activities represent
other forms this process may take or, maybe more
correctly, specify other labels and names which have
been attached to this one particular form of mental
activity. Examples of this dimension by way of the
complementary activities associated with "Association"
are: Affiliating, Connecting, Interrelating, Relating,
and Tying.

As provided in the Domain of Cognition, the student has at least
21 basic processes he can use to think about and respond to information
and his experiences. Depending upon the type of preparation, pies,
problems, etc., some of these processes may be more appropriate than
others in a given situation. The teacher should also keep in milld
that these 21 processes,may be viewed as suggesting at least 21 dtffer-
ent types of classroom activities which could be developed to help a
siudent use any set of guidelines he is learning and/or can recall.
Should a student work on a classification exercise in the classroom,
the teacher should note that the outward performance of the student
serves only as indicator of what probably took Place or is taking
place in the student's internal cognitive operations,

b) The "Process-Cluster"

In the act of examination, understanding, and responding to
situations and information, certain processes tend to occur in close
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proximity to-one another. These processes appear to-be-rilated in-
directly or concoOmitantly to one another. Interustingly, in most
cases, one does not find a single process occurrtng in isolation.
Furthermore, the nature of thinking, suggests that as an individual
finds evidence of one process occurring, evidence consistent.with at
least one other process is Usually also present. For example, in a

situation where informatipwle.g., amalternative) is being "selected,"
the student may also find himself using the processes of "valuation,"
averification, and "discrimination" as well. Subsequently', this

patterning of apparent inherent interrelationships among separate
processes suggests that rather'than approach broader process and pro-.
cedure instruction in terms of a number pf randomly Selected or separate
processes, the phenomena of process clustering should be_considered
and useC (See Figure 9 for an illustration of this aspect of cogni-
tion.)

Although the implications of the process cluster construct may
not be immediately.apparent, they are nonetheless significant. Because
learning, thinking, reasoning, and decision-making all involve com-
binations and multiples of these processes, efficiency And/or diffi-
culty in achieiing effective results may in part be attributed to
which-Combinations and Multiples a student uses in a given situation.
Hence, individual differences in problem solving, for example, may be
due to variations among the combinations and/or order of the particular
processes they may choose to use in solving problems. Thus, students
lotho have developed their own sequence of processes for thinking,
learning, reasoning, and decision-making may then resist efforts to
acquire new patterns representing new combinations and/or orders of
these processes. -In effect., for the student, this would amount to
the acquisition of new patterns of thinking--completely "free and
independent of" the specific Content used in this thinking--and the
unlearning and forgetting of old patterns.

In addition, individual students who provide answers to teacher
questions may arrive at an appropriate answer as a consequence of
combining and arranging these processes in order to frame their re-
sponse. Since each process appears to take some 'time,' it would.
seem that part of a student's problem in responding to kquestion
may be due to the time it takes him to'process information through
those processes he has selected to use to produce a response. Thus, .

the time element needed for the student to process information priore----'
to, during,- and following its consideration and retrieval may con-
tribute in part to the variation among students in their resporse
rate to given questions or problems. Fortunately, since biY'th each
student has gradually developed his own series of qutomatic re onse
patterns (habitual patterns of processes) to help him examine,
understand, and react to stimuli and information. However, lesi
fortunately, he may have also developed less than effecti4e and

40 efficient process patterns of thinking and respondtng...at least
far handling the kinds of.information and situation typically
stressed in schools.

41



It is quite possible that the time it takes for each process may
vary from student to student or mayv(ry.according to the type of in-
formation the student.uses to process!' Thus, familiar information'
May take less time to process than might entirely new information.
Secondly, some combinations and/or orders of,processes may form more
efficient and effective response patterns than others. If so, then
the teather might Oant to consider whether or not any particular com-
binations and/or orders of processes may form more efficient and
effective response patterns than others. If sot then the teacher
might want'to consider whether or not any particular combination and/
or orders of processes May form more efficient and effective response
patterns than others. If so, then the teacher might want to consider
whether or not any particular combinations and/or orders of processes
are appropriate of all students or for jUst some certain ones. It

might be appropriate to consieer'whether the time needed for a
specific process can be reduced or whether a student can reduce the
time which may be required between processes. Answers to these con-
cerns would be invaluable in terms of making better decisions about
the planning of instruction, the selection of teaching methods, the ,

behavior of the teacher, and the use of certain types of evaluatioh
procedures. '

In summary, the process cluster recognizes that in cognitive
activity, information processes'tend to appear in multiple and in
combinations with one another. The "cluster" proyides a useful model
to describe, study, and explain the processing of information by
stwients. It also helps to explain how students vary in their ways
of thinking about very similar situations. Finally, the use of the
processes are more appropriate for achieving certain types of outcomes.

c) Procedures of cognition

As suggested by the above presentation of the "process cluster,"
combinations and patterns of separate processes appear to be relatively
frequent events in a student's way of thinking. It is.this phenomenon
which mark the distinction between a process and a procedure. Whereas
a process is the simplest form of mental activity, a procedure is
mental activity whichis made up of two or more processes in combine- .

tion with one another-in an effort to bring about a particular result.
By definition, a procedure can be broken down into simplier units of
cognition, i.e., processes. Each procedure, such as problemrsolving,
deduction, induction, reasoning; and decision-making, serves as a
means of taking information and treating it in specific ways in order
to achieve a result not normally possible ky using.any one single
process kr itself.

Procedures are complex coMbinations,Sequences,Pand/or arradge,.
ments of interrelated single processes which attempt to help the
student deal with his experiences and data. Like-processes, each
student seem* to possess his own procedures or patterns of.processes.
However, unlike processes, a student may or may not have developed

-
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FIGURE 9:

The "Process Cluster" considers the.apparent interrelationships among lzd
separate information prvcesses as one engages in more complex cognitive
(e.g., problem-solving, deduction, reasoning, and induction).
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efficient or effective combinations an0equence of processes for his
own needs. Thus, while the student caft:donly practice,using the-21
processes he has available to him, heoppears to be able to acquire
and may be able to practice uSing mote efficient procedures. He can
do this by selecting., combining, sequencing, and.testing new or .

different process patterns which make up the procedures he uses or
want to use.

The distinction between a process and a procedure may be further.
Illustrated by an example. The example telow represents the phases
a student may go through in order to solve a problem.. Each phase of

this problem-solving procedure is characterized by a specific process
which alloWslhe student to accomplish the information task that needs
to be dope at that point in-time.

a. As.the problem is presented in a narrative context, the.
.student breaks down.the parts of the whole situation in.
order to focus on its parts and their relation to the
.whole situation -1Extraction);

Of the parts and.the information identified, the student
gives priority to one of the parts as being that which
represents the real. problem to be dealt with and re-
solved -(Valuating);

c. Once identified, the'student treats 'this part, i.e.,
the problem, differently than,other infermation about
the situation-(Discrimination);.

d. The student may not attempt to tie'this problem to other'
problems he has handled before-(Association) and may see
it as being Of'a certain type or class of problem -
(Classification);

e. At this point, the student may then.retrieve information
'which'he has conneited to this.type-of.problem-(Associa-
tion) and begin putting this information tOAse-
(Utilization)1 and,

f. Finalli, the student may take i series of necessary
stept in order to solve the problem-(Selection) as well
as indicate how he knows the solution is likely to be
correct4Vertification).

The example above serves to demonstrate how processes are used to form
procedures the student can use to respond to his life situations.

A

4.7
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d) Ihe distinction between high and lower level' procestes and
procedures,

Processes and procedures_are not to be automatically associated
with anY particular level Of-thinking. No single process is in-
herently or automatically "better" or "higher" than any other process
or procedure. These processes and procedures are independent of any
and all of the eight levels of thought included in the Domain of
Cognition. These mental Activities may take place on the Transforma-
tion, Transfersion, Abstraction, and Generation levels and they
apPear to take place on the Preparation-and Organization levels as
well. As a contequencet the teacher and/or curriculum planner can
no longer automatically associate given process (e4., application,
analysis, classification, compariton, evaluation) or procedure (e.g.,
probleftsolving, deduction, induction) with a particular level of
thinking. Io.do so would be to mdsrepresent the nature of thinking
and learning as.it is currently understood. Continuirg to make such
'assignments would also suggest a dogmatic adherence to a dysfunctional
view of these cognitive' activities.

What then is the'criterion for determining the level of cogni- '

tion for i given process or procedure? First, being content-free.
,both prodessels'and procedures depend upon information for them to"
'work.' Therefore, it becomes.the level of understanding of the
information which-serves as the basis of these mental activities that
ultimately determine the level of cognition of-the student's behavior--
and that intludes whatever process and/or procedure tfte student used
or is using 'ter this behavior.

e) Cognitive-affect processes and procedures

Being one of the 21 processes, Valuation ts to be viewed and
treated as one of many forms of mental activity with no inherent
qualities which make it "ketter" or "higher" than Any other process.
Similarty, a procedure that.includes Valuation or any other process
which may focus on using or dealing with affect-oriented content inust

be-considered of equal importance at an affect-free procedure.
Psychologically, affect-oriented processes and procedures.are neither
"better" nor -"higher" mental activities regardless of the amount of
affect -related.content they are treating. As always, the classroom
teacher must realize that it is the level of understanding the student
has of the guidelines and information used as the basis of the Valua-
tion process and affect-procedures that determine the level of any
affect-Ariented mental activity.

4 8
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APPENDIX A:

LONG DiFINITIONS OF THE

LEVELS AND SUBLEVELS OF THE

OOMAIN,OF COGNITION

(Copyright, 1976, Robert J. Stahl)

0

NOTE: Appendix B, which describes how to write ihstructional
behavioral objectives was not finished in time for-this
presentation. Individuals may write for copies of this
material when it-becomes available. .
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PREPARATION

1.00 PREPARATION

Preparation is that forme thinking where the individual is making use of internal and
externally provided cues to get rent/for information or an experience that is expected
to occur in tmt immediate future. Preparation includes those mental activities in which
the individual makes reedy to do something in a situation that is to follow. This pre-
paration may involve (a) the retrieval of stored infOrmation that is believed to be
relevant to-the uPcoming situatiOn, (b) the awareness or disposition to attend to certain
'aspects of the upcoming Motion while ignoring others, and (c) the selection of appro-
Prieto processes which are believed to be needed in order to receive, transform, end woo
infonpation which is expected to follow.

Preparation level thinking is heavily influenced and ectiveted by internal and external
cues. An individual's envirOnment contains an almost infinite number of potential cues
which could be used to alert or preparethe person for something that is-likely to follow'
immediately within one's experiences. Information which helps the individual to know
&heed of time what information needs to be retrieved Or may be used, what should or should
not be paid attention to, or what loamy Or should prepare for in a given situation-seryoes
411 aPPropriate cues for Prigeration thinking, However, before,they can serve as 'cues,
the Individual-milt have firet learned what these'ere cuts for.-that is, what Can be
associated with a particular type of information such that the PreSente of a 'cue" actually
alerts the individual to prepare for something that is likely to follow.

For the most port, individuals have learned to 'read' environmental cues so well that they,
are continually and spontaneously preparing themselves far the next situation or their
next experience. Statements such as "Ms surprised to find out" or "Ididn't expect to "
Wish/ here' reflect situations whore information received was not in line with what was
expected to be received. Similarily, the expectations individual students have about a
Particular course, assignment, teacher, classroom, and so forth serve VJ help-them pres
Para them:Selves for what they will pay attentton to, how thq will receive and Protmst
information, hew they will determine the importance of information that is presented, and
Whet information they 0411 need to retrieve from memory in order to dell within upcoming
situation. In some cases, their prtparation serves as a 'mind set' or 'advance organizer'
for information-about to be received,

For Preperation to occur, the individual must he actively making use of internal and ester-
nel cues in order to make himself ready for information and situations which are expected
to foller, Whet he makes himself ready for and hcw he prepares himself will greetty in-
fluence what the individual is likely to observe via sensory input, to redelve as informa-
tion, and to interpret and make use of the information that is received.

PREREQUISITES FOR PREPARATION

A) The prior learning hy the individual of the association of two items of information
such that the occurrence of one item serves as a cue to prepare the person to expect
or attend VJ the second item; and

8) The identification (via either internal or external stimuli) of an item of information
which takes the form of a "cue.'

11,

GIVEN THE PRECEDING PREREQUISITES:

If and only if at the moment of behaving, antindividual is making use of either internal
or external CueS in order to get ready for informatton or a situation that ts expected to
follow imeedtately, than evidence of Preparation exists.

7



F.

RECEPTION

2..00 RECEPTION
: 4

As used here, Reception refers to the ability to acknowledge, report, or Provide specific
information-or date ilth much the same mefsage as that which is currently being presented
or has-just been experienced. The individual is required to reveal (indicate) the content
of the information as it is available with theses* or nearly identical content which is
being preiented or has just been Presented with the criterion.for accuracy being the orig-
inal data or information itself. The behavior or product repreeenting Reception marlin -
elude mtnor alterations in the message or content of the available information. These
alternatives are translationsoe-experiences -into-appropriate behavior or verbal-statement-
Problems and are not the results of deliberate attempts an the part of the individual to alter
this content or message.

.

Reception behavior end/or its resultant product oust not depict any real alterations in the
accuracy-of the content or message of.the original information. The individual may be re -
quiretto recognize accurate information or to select correct date tram among iocorrect data.
but the basis of either 1:. the reporting of presently available information. Nonce, Re-
minion stresses accunte *witness accounting* of information or experiences at the time of
or immediately after it has been encountered. Regardless of the content or subject matter,
that is being reported, this behavior requires some form of.recognition that the information
which Is currently being presented le che situations has been resolved by the individual.

For Reception to occur, the individual must be called upon to Produce (or show evidence via
.recognition of) informition of exact or nearly the exact content or message in which It is
being or has just been presented, experienced, and witnes4e4. Reception requires the acknowl-
edging, reporting or stating of presently available information without any deliberite
changes made in the message of this information. in all cases, the basis for determining
the correctness and accuracy of the resultant reported information is the original data itself.

2.10 AgNOWLEDOENENT

This level of Reception reqiires the individual only to indicate an awareness of
sPecific aspects of the environment which contains InfOremtion which is to be at-
tended.to and received. In fact, Acknowledgement is the form of behavior by which
the indiyidual reveals at 1east some awareness of the existence-perception-recep-
tion of some piece of aric-iwirmak individual indicates an awareness of the
available information but is not celled upon to publically announce the specifics
of what has been noticed. The individual merely provids minimal evidence of
having attended to end received some outside experience or information. The
individual may deeonstrate this level of reception by various overt beheviors
from answering *yes* or *no*, to such questions as *Old you just see that shooting

\ star?* to self-initiated behaviors like nodding a head after someone remarked
*WS cold in Wel*

2.10 , swarm,

This level of RetePtion requires the individual to do more than merely indicate an
awareness of some environmental or informational experience. Notation level be-
havior.requires the individUal to act in some way to reveatlot the information
has beee received and retained for at least a minimal length of time. Again, the
individual. Is-required to take some active role to indicate that some information
has been at least temporarily retained. *Never, the indiVidual is not required
to verbalize,Oralty what this information is. blamples of this behavior include
'note taking or following along elth someone who is demonstrating an exercise or
body movement. At this level, the individual does not orally indicate what MN
been received dr how It has been understood. The emphasis Is entirely on the in-
dividual giving evidence of at least some minimel acceptance of the information

'ilven if It is only long dough to coPY it dmo.
,

, 'When given the oppertunity the student will write (in their notebook) the defi-
.nition of the tern *Conflict' as this term is defined in the class lecture.

*When asked to do so, the student will list on the chalk board the three major
sports in. Brazil es these were mentioned in the day's-reading assignment.

'When directed to 40 so the students will.correctly color In the five states of
the United States which,border the State of Newvlork..,



- t 2.30 DECLARATION

This level of Reception'requires the individual. to reveal in more formal public
ways the specific aspects of the environment which contains information which,haS
been attended to and received. Here; thb individual is called uPon-to report what
it is that has been witnessed. Here the individual identifies and reports infor-
matimn and descriptive data as itLis being experienced or immediately after the
experience while it is still imeedistely available. in the person's mind. Declare-
tion behavior focuses on tht individual reporting what is presentTy being seen,
touched, heard, read; tasted, smelled, or experienced with this report-containing
no intentional ffort to distort or =Ai" the'information or experience itself.
The individual is required to provide behavioral evidenciof the specific informa-
tion tea has been received from an *aperients.; Theindividual-ety demonstrate
this level of receptiOn by various overt behavidre from stating, 'Did you just see
that falling star?* to announcing the three chemicals which al contained in bottles
on the lab table. The highest form of Declaration behavior is for the individual
to report accurate factual data which has been presented in situations immediately
experienced as opposed.to mately accurately declare what is presently available at
Met time. As a rule, factual informationiescribing an experience or data which
has been presented within 4 given class period (regardless of its length) is to be
considered Declaration behavior rather than Retehtlon level learning.t
*When asked to'do so, the student will recite the names of the four South American
nations which aro listed on the chalkboard.

*When asked to do so, the student will orally state the definition of the term
*Nutrition as this term was defined earlier\in the class period.

PREREQUISITES FOR.RECEPTION

A) The immediately prior presentation of and/or the current availabtlity of information
or the experience in its present form;

0) The identification or elicitation (via external or internal stimulus) of the partibular
information which is to be indicated or reportedl.and,

C) The awareness that the reporting process is not to include any intentional altarallon
in the message or content of the experience or the given information.

GIVEN THE PRECEDING PREREQUISITES:

1., and only if, at the time of thinking, a product, a behaviciral pattern or a response
required the individual to rePOrt (state) information of the identical or near-identical
content and message as that whigh is presently being or has just been experienced, wit-
nessed, or observed and this information can be verified by the original source and is cow.°
sistent with this source, then Reception has taken place.

5 2
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TAANSFORMTION

3.00 TRANSFOIrATION

.4

Ii

Wain individuals take in inf44.mation from a just-ended or on-going experience, they try
to give mooning to as well as to make sense of this-informaticm in terms that thmmselves,
understand. As they go about their effort to °understand° this recently received data,
they-rely on previouslinowledge end learhings to Effluence themeanings they attach to
this information. As individuals assign meaning* CO newly received information, they
.produce new information--information which Alms to cdnfirm or clarify these assigned
meanings. When an individual uses previously learned information to examines-ixplain,
or deal with newly received dataf,they produce even more nwa information which they4ust
Olve meaning te at that time. for example, suppose a student uses his previous.underw--..
standings of the-uses of the concept definition of "competition° to explain the activi-
ties of two used car dealers. In the course of his explapption the student produces new
informatton and understandings.which is different froarbeth Nib definitien and the situ's.

, tiop he examined. This behavior helps to illustrate how he gave meaning to the new infor-
mation he had received about the car dealers. FinaltY, when.individualj practice using
newly received information (*.g., the definition of the tare *revolution") in either
familiar or differint situations or lettings, they also produce new information which too
has to be given personal,aering thatisekes.senseof both of these kinds of new informa-
tion.

Transftweetion, as a level ei thinking, focuses on *stead how individuali make sense
of recently waived information with the results of *this Activity being *what° and "hi**
they will ultimately cods, store, and be able to-retrieve this information. For purposes
of instruction, recent AS used here repreents the time span usually taken for the chess
period or instructional activity in which the individUal first received the new informa-
tion.

Transformation refers tu the ability to take information recenttyreceived from a personal
4 experience and form it into a second piece ef information which has'imeaning to the person. "

This activity may include the changing of the form of the received information into a new
form which is consistent with the message, content, and/or intent of the qriginal informa-
Mont Thenutcome of this activity is almost always a somewhat different version af the

newl received information. If the information is entirely new ta the individual (e.g.,

notes from the teacher about* civilixation,not previously studied), it may be received

and translated solely.on the,basis of itslimortant features. Frequently, this inform.
tion.is considered and transformed in terms of what it meens within the context in which.

it has been preened. In all of tem SiteatiOns, the focus.of transformation is.on how
the individual personally understands and makes sense of newly-received or produced infor-

. station.

Theitiception, Transformation,is an ictivity which automatically takes place within the
individual with or.wiihout public demonstration; Since this transformation by meaning
tan result in the.assigneent of both accurate and inaccurate meanings to experiences and
informetion, teachers must be especially salve during this phase of learning for the

student. In esch and every class.period, It is ths.result of this level of thinking that
will eventually be the inforeaticm the !student will *store° and be able to retrive at a

later date. To reduce the chances"that negative or incorrect:Oen-MOS nave been, assigned
4R newlk received information, teachers must pay attention so thet they support only

student meanings which .are accurate, complets,.and correct *net.

Transforeation is the crucial part'of the informatipn acquisition proCiSi that directly
affects what, how much, and exactly what it is aboOt new information the individuarwill
most likely Store and be able to recall. Et is this phase of learning that students
make,decisiese ablaut Wet they cohsider.worth remembering., well es how it is theY will
want to remeMber it. And, since thecactual coding and Storage of Chelsea are apparently
beyond the conacieue control of the individual, then what takes Vlace at this level is

gf crucial importance in influencing thine coding and stomps activitees. . Consequently,
if individuals can't recall the °right° information for the teacher or donq seen to have
l'undirstocd° what warssid Orme the previous day'sIessoni it is most likely the results

, of transftemation art produced these "04or" behaviors. Ultimately, it is not what actual

information is presented in class that individuals will remember-and later retrieve. In-
stead, it is what and how the, have decided to 'understand* and °give meaning to" this
inforeetion after the leSson is over that will affect their recall.

3-10 Eginggiallt

Personalisation refers to Whatever the individual dcts to °asks sense out of°
and °give asasing to' newly received information and understandings. This

activity may involve altertaining Mein maning (i.e., the intent and mesaage
of the information) in terms of previous experiences, Of.one's prior understand-
ings, or of the contextwounis the information was obtained. It may also 'involve

noting characteristics of fora, features, image, or symbols that would be helpful

for future retention and recall.
.

. .



e.
Personalization occurs when the individuel student reoZrts wbat tat information
sons that was Just oresentad In Class. :ndividuals may reveal personalization
by stating how they understand wiletoa$ Jost been given. bow they sr* trying to
understtnd what has just ow girmn, or what they believe tne newly received i,, .
formation meensfrom their min point of Owe,

*Whorl asked to do so at the end-of the losson, the student will xplain in oral
fore now he understands the civil rights movement as this movsment was +discussed
in the lesson.

14.

*When directed to de so at the end of the period, the student will explain in
written form what the Declaration of indepandence,as presented in class means
to NW

*When called upon to do so at the end of the period, the student will clarify
in written form what the tnformation On the characteristics of a primitive
society as prenatal in clan mess to hie.

3.20 ADAPTATION,

Whereas Personalisation involves effort to make sense out of new information,
Adaptation refers to those activities which put this new information awd the
meanings assigned to it to use Transformation thinking end/or its resultant
behavior. depicts On intentional,effort to make use of new information to test,
verify* sad assess the infOrmation and the meanings which hsve been assigned
to it, On this level* the individual it expected tO take the Information just
!waived and rme it es the basis for caparieg* classifying discriminating,
interpreting* evelueti*- or extending other infOrmatftn, ekiects. etc.
Here the Individual is 14quired to,apply the understandings and minim of the
informatiOn he haS received during thi particular class period to other situa-
tiOns, Problems, er experiences, in other words* the indivtdual practices Ana
rehearses hit Marston:Wigs and knowledge of the new informetion he has juat
Dean intrOdoced tO dirielf the class period.

Adaptation cells for the individual to foss new inforettion through the use
of the understandings he has oi InfOrmition which was earlier tn the
sae close period, For exaople. an individual who is call upon to use a list
of charaiteristics of the scientific MOthod he was presen with at the begin..
ning of the period.to examine o description of a historian "at work° would be
enjoyed in Adaptation level thinking. This example Mal:retie howwthe indivi-
duaTforms now information (f.e, hts description of the historian at work°
as viawed by the historian's Idlikence to the °scientific methods) through
the use of the newly understood information (i.e., the list of charactellstics
of the Scientific method).; Wenn, any ttme an individual puts to uWinformw.
tion and widerstandingS Wies riceivid on the day he has received ft, then
Adaptation levet teaming/has been achieved.

To wind= ths effectiveness of Adeptqtion, the Individual must first hart,

Given accurate and complete meaning to recently received infonestion, The
individual must then he calle$ up00 to produce new Information (in the fonn
of interilretatioes, comparisons, valuations, etc.) which is logically consis-
tent with theinforhation that is being used. A critics! Upset of Adeptetion
level learning is the degrecof congruence between the information ai it exist-
e d before it loss receivtd by the indivtdual And the information as undor-fl

stood endout to use on this level. The mare complete and &carnal:ha newly
produced product or information is in terms of its representation of the ori-
ginal information determines the extent to which the learning con be considered
acceptable.

*When asked to do so et the end of theoertod* the student will write an inter-
pretation of a zg)litical cartoon using as a basis for this interretation the
characteristy$ of 4 political cartoon as these were presented earlter in the
period.

*When giveg a copy of two versions of a single battle, the student will write
an evaluation of both usini as a Oasis for Alf asseSsment the details of the
but)* as thole were Identified earlier in the period.

PREMIUM FON TRANSFORMATtON:

A) The Ability of the individual to have received Information via senhory.inout on
,the Observation loaf:

6) The reception of information which 1$ currently or has recontly bOon available t2
the Individual:

C) The tOOntificAtion (OA either internal or external stimuli) of the oart4cular,
type of transIstign-trensformstion (e.g., personal meanings, interoreteSior,
comparisons, otc.) that Isoxpected to rOluit,

GIVEN TM& PRECEDING PRINEDUISITEN: ,.
.

If and-only ff et the time it woks first received by.tho indiv.ialial a product:A tenavlar.
. . . , . .

pattern, or Information required the individual to take recent Information ago transit:0
it into.a new form which is. consistent with the Inferred, Wied, iiisSessed MeaniAq.
messort, end conelateness of the Original source and this new.groduct'couurre Ivrte.1,a.
by compering ft with the original source, then evidence of trensformetion exittsi..-

. .
- .

.

.

.. . ... ..
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RETENTION

4.00 RETENTION

As used here. Retention refers to the ability tO recall, to Provide, cir to recognize specific
informatibn, data, or product in much theism* content and message as thet wnicn wes origin-
ally.oresented or understood. The 1ndivfd5e1 is required to recall (retrieve).information
from memory of the same or nearly identical content and message in wtich it WAS originally
learned with the criterion for accuracy being the original data or information itself. The
behevior or product representing Rotenticm may include minor alterations in the message or

- content of the recalled information, but these are encoding-storage-retrieval problems and not
the results of deliberate attempts on the part of the learner to alter this message or data.

Retention behavior and/or its resultant product must not depict any reel alterations in the
accuracy of the original information." The indtvidual may be required to recognize accurate
information or select correct data from among incorrect data but the basis of either is on
the recOling of previously learned information. These forms of Retention require little more .

then recognition resulting from rote memory or recall. However, regardless of the content
or subject matter that is being retalled, Retention requires only the retrieval of stored
information.

"9'
For Retention te occur, the individual must be called upon to produce (or show evidence via
recognition of) information of exact or nearly the exact content or message of thet which WAS
originally presented, encoded, and stored. Retention requires the straight retrieval or re-
call of stored information without any deliberate changes made in the content or message
of the information as it w71 originally presented or understood. In all cases, the basis
for determining the correctness and aCcuracy of the actua4 recalled information is the oeig-
inal data itself.

'4% --

4.10 RECOGNITION

This form of Retention-level learning is the lowest level of retrieval which-
can be accepted. It repreeents the mere indication that some of the informa-
tion presently available to the individual has been recognized as being similar
to information previously presented. Thus, the-individual is merely acknowledg-
ing having confronted the information in some previous situation.. Recognition
requires only that an individual points out or identifies from among data given
that informatio which is similar to prnviously experienced data. For this reason,
the accuracy of Recognition responses is not to be equated with the individual's
ability to fully recall this information from memory without much of this infor-
mation being provided at that time. In Recognition, even although the individual
is called upon 0 provide this information from recall, in a sense, the individual
is retrieving information only to cheek on the 'correctness' of the data which
has.been presented.

*When provided with a list of ten generals, the student will correctly identify
all four of those generals who served the Southern army recognizing this it:
formation from that given in class.

*When provided with a list of terms and their definitions, the studint will cor-
rectly match all ten terms with their definitions as bOth were given in the class
handout.

4.20 RECOLLECTION

This behavior requires the individual not only to retrieve information but to
provide it in the form of some type of evidence (e.g., in writing, orally, by
demenstration, etc.). ReCtillection calls upon the individual to give (disclose)
the information which is being sought from the ones Provided rather than merely
recognizing the inforeetion from that presented to the person. The emphasis here
is that the individual alone is required te recall and make public all of the lin-
formstion which is to be-considered or used. Thus, the individual must provide

' the information entirely from Memory. In short, the individual must retrieve
' (recall) from memory all of the information which is needed.

.*When asked to do so, the student will Write the names of the first three British
Prime Ministers as these names were presented in the text.

*When called upon to deso, the student will orally recite *Hamlet's Soliloquy" as
this was stated in the play, "Hamlet."

PREREQUISITES FOR RETENTION

44 The prior presentation, learning, and storage of inforwation An its or near original
forms

B) The identification and elicitation (via external or internal stimulus) of the particular
information which is to be retrieved; and

C) The awareness that the retrieval process is not to include any intentional alteratlor
in the message or content of or to produce any substantive changes in the retrieve+,

oft information,

GIVEN THE PRECEDING PREREQUISITES: *5 5
If and only if at the moment of behaving, a Product, a behavioral pattern, or a thought re-
quired the individual to retrieve (recall) -from memry stored information of the identical
or near-identiCal content in which it oyes originally learned (stored) and this information
COuld be verified by some external source end is consistenvwfth this source. then Retention

taken oleo,



TRANSFERSION

5.00 TRANSFERSION

Transfersion refers to,the ability to form new information or a product derived from informa-
tion or products already known and based upon guidelines retrieved by the individual who is
cued to use them in the particular situation. In other words, the individual is to interpret,
make inferences from, conclude from, explain, or extend given information on the basis of some
criterion or frame of reference which that person has recalled from memory. This behavior re-
quires the use of guidelines to examine a source of information and produce new information
about or from this source using soee guidelines or criterion upon which to support this pro-
ductive effort. As defined and to be correct, the new information must be logically consist-
ent with the known original infuriation and with the guidelines which are used.

Transfersion includes the ability to sake accurate inferences about unknowns based upon the
khowns and some set of guidelines.. This form of Transfersion iS one of the most widely em-
phasized behaviors individuals use in the classroom. However, individuals who are engaged in
the learning ;recess can master Transfersion only when they use Certain specific types of in-
formation. Therefore, this behavior involves the making of inferences on the basis of guide-
lines accurately understood at the Tvehefereion level and recalled at the Retention level.
In other words, individuals gent apply guidelines, principles, etc. they have learned on these
lower levels to explain situatiOnS, solve Problems, and interpret information. Transfersion
requires that a single or set of smidelines becomes'part of the way individuals think,about
and respond to varlous information and situation.s As such,"it is this level which demon-
strates how well.retained guidelines have been understood and how well individuals unwerstood

-their use. In short, Transfersion is the ability to make use of concrete information in sUch
ways as it becomes useful as a guide to thinking and behaving.

This behavior and/or its resultant product requisRes the individual to assign meaning to the
content or comOonents of an ihforwation source or to provide information which logically fits
a given source but is absent or meeded. These assigned meanings may take such forms as assump-
tions, inferences, conlpctures,-ceinions, interpretations, predictions, translations, or es-
timates. This behavidlivend/or predict must be new to the individual at the time of the behavior
or production and cannot be information recalled from past experiences. However, the basis
for this new information must be guidelines which have been recalled from memory. Transfersion
occurs when nra information is generated WhiErreaTirrrtrinTilannita and which say be
explained on the basis of etteblished guidelines which the'individual has been- cued to use.

'FarTrinsferSion to occur, the individual must hav recalled guidelines with which to examine
and intefpret a source of information or must be able to provide a criterion upon which an
examination or interpretation was made. In tither case, the individual is called upon to pro-
duce new information logicalbeconsistant with the given information and based upon some specific
guidelines or criterion which serve as the basis for determining correctness: A critical
aspect of Transfersion level learning is the ability to explain or justify the resulting new
information in terms of the original information and the recalled guidelines or criterion
specified. It is the coepleteness and accuracy of the final product or information based
mein and logically inferred from the original source and the extianstion of this intonation
on the basis of particular guidelines which determine the extent the new information or pro-
duct can be considered acceptable.

Transfersiori is the criticel stage for moving into the higher cognitive processes. It is
the formative stage at which guidelines become understood as abstractions.ent abandoned as
mere pieces of concrete information to be recalled. It Is the stage at which these guidelines
are practiced and rehearsed on Problem after problem (or situation after situation) such that
this abstract understanding can be acquired. Abstraction requires the individual to spon-
taneously use guidelines as abstraction to resolve or explain situations or problems. In

order to use these guidelines as abstractions, they must first be comprehended. They must be
tot_pd and rehearsed AS uidel4nes via trial-and-practice situations where they Are repeatedly
used InTvarlety of ways. Unless the individual understands the what, when, where, and how
of a set of guidelines so that its use becomes automatic, then movement onto Abstraction will
be useless. On the Transfersion level, the Individual Is gat as to which guidelines ere to
be used. On the AbofFER1INF-741. these Same guidelines are to be used without the individual
being cued as to thoor use.

5.10 REPLICA m

Replication is the form of Transferiion that emphasizes the use of a single, set, or
series of guidelines in situations which have previously boon presented to the indi-
vidual. Here, individuals rehearse the guidelines during repeated'trials in situations
or on problems of the.kind which they are already familiar. In mostcases these situ-
ations may te identicill to those where the individual:originally encountered the guide-
lines. For example, an individual may have become fmefliar with the procedures for solv-
ing quadratic equations. Then, after demonstrating the ability to recall these procedures,
the Individual is presented with example after example of such equations-to practice on.
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In each case, the context of Um lesson and environment cue the individual as to
wnat procedures art tote used. During Replication, the individual'rehearses the
guidelines whicn have e'en recalled in situations similar to those where they were
first encountered.

In classroom situations, the individual must be able (and should be celled upon) to
explain why andior how the perticular response was arrived at in terms of the re-
calledguidelines that were to be used in this situation. Most frequently, the nature
of the original learning situation, the type of problem or situation used, and the
sequence of the curricuTum itself all combine to provide the external cues to the
individual as to what guidelines they are to use. Thus, the individual is aware
(alerted to) what guidelines are to be used in the Particular circumstances and
therefore knows whet is expected to be followed to deal with the given situation.
Students then reelicate the use of recalled guidelines in similar situations or
;mobil. For the teacher, the correctness of4he student's response is based at
lust much on the correct use of the proper guidelines as it is qn the adequacy
of the given reSPoemer

'When given a set of rules for's sport, the student will write an explanation of
the need for such rules using as a basis for the explanation three of the five
"reasons for sports-related rules"as these were presented in class.

'When given en unfamiliar political cartoon, the student will write a correct in-
terpretation of the cartoon using as a basis for the response four of the six
guidelines for interpreting such cartoons as these were presented in the text.

*When given ten quadratic situations, the student will write the torrect solutions
te all ten using the Procedures for solving such problems as these were given in
class lecture.

.5.20 VARIATION

Variation identifies that form of learning where individuals are to use the guide-
lines they hive recalled in situations unfamiliar ta them. These unfamiliar situations
are best described as circumstances or problems different from those where the guide-
lines were originally presented. Like Replication, the individual is cued as to which
guidelines are appropriate, and is required to use these guidelines in novel and new
situations. The emphasis is on the individual extending the recalled guidelines in
trial situations new to that set of guidelines. For instance, let./ supeose the in-
dividual has reealled and used the set of characteristics which describe the insti-
tution of Religion in examinIng three different nomadic societies. Let's further
suppose that these examinations have successfully identified various societel end
cultural behaviors and artifacts on the basis of the given characteristics of Religion..
For variation, the individual would be given a different societal or organizational
condition (e.g.van early river valley civilization like Egypt) and asked to identify
the 'religious' behaviors and artifacts using the same characteristics is used earlier.
In all CMOS of Variation, individuals must be able to explain, justify, or support
their decisions on the basis of the appropriate guidelines they have recalled from memory.

'When given a photograph or poster, the student will write a correct interpretation of
it using as a basis for the response four of the six guidelines for interpreting
Political cartoons as these were presented in the text.

When presented with a brief announcement of a newly iiicovered jungle tribe-society,
the student will wilt* an appropriate essay describing at future news articles on
thit group would expect to contain and supPort the descri tion by using fifteen of
this twenty-six ch'recteristics all primitive 'epistles ten to have in common as
these were given in the handout. ,

..

PREREQUISITES FOR TRANSFUSION

A), The demonstration of recollection of a single or pfset of guidelin\elon the Retention level;

.

6) The identification (via external stimuli) of the single or set of guidellpes which is to be
used;

) The identification (via either external or jnternal sttmuli) of some informitton or source
which is to be examined in tires of the specified guideline(s); and

0) The identification (via ither external or internal stimuli) of the Particular infermstion
process or outcome that is to be used.

RIVEN TME PRECEDING PREREQUISITES

If and only if a product, a behavioral pattern, or response required the individual to assign
meaning to information or an exPerience using predetermined recalled guidelines as the basis
of the assignment'with the result being consistent witn the meaning of the original informa-
tion, then evidence of Transfersion exists.

5 7
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ABSTRACTION

COO ABSTRACTION

Abstraction refers to the ability td spontaneously and without cues use previously learned
guidelines as abStraCtions'in order tO Solve, respond to, or explain problems and situations

both similar to and different frOmthosewhere theSe guidelines were originally learned and re-
hearsed. This behavior involves the use of guidelines understood as abstractions to intieret,
explain, or resolve correctly a situation or infermation when the use of these perticular guide-
lines was not specified by some external stimuli. On this level, the reasons for the individuals
response must behboth explained and based upon guidelines understoed as abstractions. Further-

more, in all cases the use of whatever guidelines which-ere used mutt not ea in response to
some cues given by an external agent.

Abstractfon.includes the ability to use such guidelines in order to more deePty and fully clarify
the meaning aWd eesseges of some information. Interestingly, individuals frequently use the
level to'respond to situations and problems using their own ACCUMUlated set of pOrSPOCtiVOS,
hunches, and guidelines as the basis of their responses. Since such personal guidelines have
helped them in previous situations, individuals tend to rety more and mere on these guidelines
to esSist them in life experiences. Whenever possible, these individuals 'All attempt to use
their Personally arrived et guidelines to respond to their experiences nether than acquire and
use those presented by same external agent (e.g., the teacher). Nonce, for sae individuals to
acquire a row set of guidelines at this level implies that they abandon an old set which they
previously used. As a general rule, individuals tend to resist changes'in the abstract under-
standings they have acquired as a result of their own life experiences and thinking.

Whether personally developed or instructionally-acquired guidelines ere used, the frame of refer-
ence for explaining and supporting responses on this level eustbe guidelines which have previously
been rehearsed on the Transfersion level. As far as the teacher is concerned, the response
must be in terms of the guidelines which have been emphasized during instruction.

For Abstraction to occur, the individual must take the guidelines understood as abstraction and
use then as a frame of reference for examining a,situation or information. In these cases, the
individual picks up cues (i.e., deduces) what guidelines are to be used in the particular re-

sponse. The individual then is presented with certain 'conditions" where what has been re-
hearsed at the Trensfersion level is appropriate. But, the individual now must obtain the

'cues to utilize the correct set of guidelines from the situation itself rather than from some
external source or stimuli. Ultimatety, the eppropriateness of the response is tied to both the
accuracy of the response and to the use of the particular set of guidelines which was to be used

in the situation given.

The focus of this level of thinking and behaving is always the use of the abstract guidelines

Itself with the realization that given situation or experience represent only concrete examplei

or illustrations of these guidelines.

6.10 NONOTATION

In some situations the individual encounters, only one set of guidelines may be used
to examine or resolve the situation. The individual may find that only one set of
guidelines of which he is aware cen be used in the sitwstion. At other times,

several sets of guidelines may be appropriate and the individual jay decide that
only one of these is to be used. Regardless of which of these procedures is used,

when only one set of guidelines is used, the monotation learning is being used. This

form of Abstraction focuses on the individual being able to repeat what has been re-
hearsed on the Transfersion level without being cued to use the guidelines which
are to,be used.

*When given a situation where various forms of propoganda devices are illustrated,
the student will write a compaMson of two sets of these devices including three
ways which the devices in each set art similar to and different from one another
and basing the comparison on the ten characteristics of propeianda devices as
those were presented in class. a

&Because the respoesei on the Abstraction level are essentially free mesPonses to
'conditions' provided by the teacher and/or the environment, specific objections
written on this level tend to be projective. That is, they are written to include
the behavior xpected of students and the specific iuidelines they art to use as
the basis of this behavior even though they are not to be cued to use them. The
teacher is reminded thet on this level, the correctness eft answer students
provide is only part of the total behavior requirei for Abstraction learning to be
confirmed. The most important featui4 of their ansmer is that they must base and
explain it in terms of the guidelines which they have rehearsed on the Transfer-
sion level efld are now using without being cued or directed to do so.



6.20 yORMULATION

Because Imre than one guideline is often appropriate -to examining and understanding grog one
single situation or problem, individuals may find themselves using combtnations of guide- 4

linen in their thinking and reacting. These individuals may find the use of two or three
separate guidelines in combination with one another apPrOPriate to examine a given exper-

t ience. In these reps, they mey form 'rules' or 'principles' which chain or combine two or
three guidelines.s.° These particular chains or combinations represent (what the individual
believes) a logical relationship among the guidelines used to form them. Thus,-these chains
or combinations become propositions which are sufficiently probable to the individuel to war.
rant use and/or verification in particuler situations. To the ividual wha formulates
these chains, the releeurtship. suggested by the particular gp1nstion pOssesses a bigh proba-
bility of being valid and ik such is worthy to be considpdd and used in the situatiOn..

4,4,

As one would expect,' individuals who "itiVent" and use sect,chains must be-able to support
their reasons for HO particular chain in terms of thdiebstractions they have used to for.
Mate them. In addition, they must exelatn how theietChain" is appropriate to the situ-
ation where ft was "invented" and used.

*When given a situation which includes both "conflict" and "violence," the student will write
a description of the-reported ventS as they,illustrate the.relationship conflict and vio.
lence including an explanation as to the basis ofthis relationship using the concept of
conflict and violence as theSt were presented in class without being cued to do so.-.

2

6.30 ASSEMBLATION

Individuals often MCOunter sitaatiOria when more than one or two guidelines or chains art
inadequate to examine or resolve the situation. At these times they find themselves need-
ing to use several guidelines, sits of guidelines; or chains in combinations with one another
to make meaningful decisions about thirsitUation or problem. In some instances, the indi-
vidual may realize any number of plausible interpretation or solutions are appropriate -
responses deperding upon the particular guidelines or chains which are used. let in other
situetions, the individual may realize that there are available several different combinations
of guidelines and chains which can be used to irrive at only one appropriate answer or ex-
planation. In both cases, assemblation involves the combination of guidelines and chains
to form comelex sets of apstractions by which situations and problems may be exaadned. As
with the combinations and-chains formed on the Formulation level, these combinations must
repriaent legical relationships among thieguidelines and chains used to form them.

The individuals who *invent" these complex sets of combined guidelines and/cor chains must
be able tp support the relationships that are implied in then. ln all instances of Assemble-
tion,.the complex combinations which are formed and used must be developed and provided by
the individual without any cues from external agents or sources.

*When given a situation of a societal problem that could be corrected, that student will
write a series of proposed policies which could help reduce and eliminate this problem in-
cluding explanation as to the reasons why they might work based upon the guidelines for
reducing pollution, the characteristics of governmental activity, and the methods of public
persuasion which were Presented in class without being told to use these three sets of
guidelines.

PREREMITOITES FOR ABSTRACTION

A) The demonstrated understanding on the Transfersion levl of guidelines which are to
be used as abstractions;

O) The identification (via internall deduced-cues only) of the appropriate single or set
of guidelines which TtobIiiiidi

C) The identification (via either exiarnal or internal stimuli) of some information or
source which is to be examined in terms of these appropriate guidelines; and

n) The identification (vie either external or internal stimuli) of the particular infor -
motion process or outcome that is to be used.

GIVEN ThE_PRECEDING PREREQUISITES'

lf and only if a product, a behavioral pattern, or response required the individual to resOlve,
xplain, or examine correctly a situation or Problewon the basis of approeriate guidelines
understood as abstractions and these were used without the codividual being cued to use them,
then vidence of Abstraction exists.

\

eThe realer is rmainded that Irconcepts" are'included as one of the types of "guidelines"
which are available to be acquired, retained, renearsed, and understood as abstractions
(see Figure 4).

%acme woisld refer to such combinations as "rules" or "principles" and aspects of this pro.
cedure as evidence of "rule-" or "principle-learning.' Note that "principles" and "rules"
as well as other combinations or chains of guidelines may be formed on two lower levels be .

Abstractithi. Individuals may combine newly confronted guidelins to fomo rules on
.the Transfersion level. .TheY MAY else CONoine guidelind$ they re rehearsing on the Trans -
fersion level. On thielevel, they would initiate their own coatination of guidelines to
form rules Or principleS to nable them to xplain, examine, Or resolve a particular situ-
ation without being cued as to which specific gulsiellnes are appropriate pr. that.they

Would be combined,
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7.00 ORGANIZATION

Because abstract understanding implies the internalization of ihformation and guidelines and
since the volume of,the abstractions acquired ey the intividuel increates with time and ex-

, periences, each individual engages in the processes of arranging, ordering, and Madill; these
ebstractions within a single cognitive belief structure.

Orginization functions to (a) 'arrange the various guidelines understood as abstractions into
a system, (b) determine the interrelationships among them, (c) establish the hierarchial

'relationships among them, (d) determine boo information and guidelines noe understood as
abstractions should be considered and placed within the framework of the ekisting cognitive
belief system, and (e) achieve soma level of equilibrium, harionyt'and.consistency among the
relationships included within the overall structure.

While Organization tries to effectively function in these ways, in actuality the results of
this process may be something WA than consistency and harmony. In some cases, the results
of this process so 'compartmentalize' whet one has come to understand that he is unable to
realize his own inconsistent behaviors, thoughts, beliefs values, or Ideas. With these
situations, the problemS individuals may experience are more related to their *Organization'
of their knosoledge than they are problems suggesting the inability to turn.

The structure which results from Organization includes cognitive and valuational 'understandings
carried through the Abstraction level. It interrelates these two dimensions of understanding
end responding into a Sinsle coghitive belief system. This structure is subJect to change es
nom ebstrections ere attained or ei new experieeces disrupt the equilibrium to the point of
forcing some reorganization of appropriate partsof the system. In general, individuals become
more and more rigid in their consideratien and placement of new abstractions within their
existing belief system. .Thus, es the individual ages, uore and more experiences and ideas
are attended to and screehed by way of the internal frame of referenCA this organization has
produced.

'After having reacted on separate occasions to three (or more) similar situaeions including the
identification of personal chdices and the reasoning behind each of these decisions, the student
will write an explanation of their decision and reasontng with an emphesis on the consistency
and harmony of these with one another across situations using as the basis of their exPlana-
tion the student's own sets of guidelines.

'When given three situations which are similar the student will write An essay describini hew
-two of these are more similar to each other then either one is to the third and explain why
these two are together different from the third using as the basis for this description and
Axplenetion the same set of imidirlines without being cued as to whet they are to use.

PREREQUISITES FOR ORGANIZATION:

A) The understanding of two or more sets of guidelines on the Abstraction level; And,
B) The demonstrated use of several sets of guidelines to resolve or explain similar situations

where they May or may not be appropriate.

GIVEN INE PRECEDING PREREOUISITES:

If and only if at thomoment of behiving a product, a behavioral pattern, or a response re-
-euired the individual to react en the basis of several different sets of guidelineofor inter-
preting, examining, end reacting and the reaction can be systematically explained in terms of
the individual's own rensoning, then evidence of Organization exists.
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8.00 GENERATION

eneration refers to the ability to integrate separste elements in order to form a single new
product or explanation which is unlike ehy previously assembled entity with this corbination
being internally consistent and en extension of abstract understandings taken through the Ab-
stractiOn level. This must involve the combination, acconsadation, or synthesis of two or more
sets of guidelines each having been learned and deeonstrated4t the Abstraction level. This
behavior may be tip result Of's direct Instruction frmm an external source (directive) or of
Personal initiative to produce a product.

This behavior or its resultant product must depict a purposeful naw integration or acccameation
of guidelines understood as abstraction to form a uniquirwhole. .1Wis may include the gathering
together of -assorted isolated *entitles to form I single new entity or-the rearrangement of the
Parts in a single existing entity. In either cese, the concrete elements', forms, or entities
used or produced only represent the internal synthesizing processes which iS or hes taken place
within the mind of the individual.

When Generation occurs, the individual brings together the abstractions which are understood es
guidelines, princiOles, rules, ett. and combines, accommodates, and synthesiZes these into con-
sistent, logical, and unique combinations which may take visible formin some concrete behavior
or product. In other words. Generation requires the integration of abstractions which is then
translated into the concrete via behaviors and/or products. Thus, by definition, the learner
must be able to explain.the behavior or product in terms of the unique integration (synthesis)
of two or more sets of guidellnes (abstractions) and not merety in terms of the concrete ele-
ments themselves.

This behavior involves the generation of new information, explanations. Products, orbehaVioral
patterns s a result of the person's own initiative using and synthesizing guidelines identi-
fied by the individual: Here the individual identifies what is to be the focus of the 'creative'
effort as well as whet guidelines (abstractions) are to be synthesized to deal with this fetus.
Hence, the individual supplies IfteSsential components inft to invent, discover, or
;create new integrations and tht1i1resuitint'produc.

PREKEASISITiFOR GENERATION

A) The demonstrated understandifig on the Abstraction level of two or moresetsof guidelines,
principles, techniques, etc. as abstractions.

B) The identification (via internal stimuli) of the particular guidelines (ebstractions) which
are to be integrated or synthesized.

C) The identification (via either external or internal stimuli) of the particular form (infor-
motion, product, explanation, or behavioral pattern) which the synthesizing processes are
to focus upon.,

GIVEN THE PRECEDING PREREQUISITES

If and only-if a product, a behavioral pattern, or information required an individual to inte-
grate (synthesize) boo or more abstract understandings in order to form a single unique whole
and this integration and product are internally consistent and are valid (can be explained) in
terms of the inter.reletionship between the given abstractions (e.g., guidelines) and the
Physical elements used to illustrate these synthesized abstractions, then evidence of Generation
exists.
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